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 Rib  Leaf  Drop  Donut M

Donut S

Donut Stack M

Donut Stack L

BuzziDonut
Acoustic ceiling panel with central cutout
Wall mounted or ceiling suspended |Excl. fixing system | If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation
Note: for Donut suspended combine maximum 4 levels: 1 Donut + max. 3 Donut Stacks | Only 1 fixing system needed

Size Pattern CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Donut S Ø 80 cm Flat  £714  £828  £900  £927  £1.061  £1.131 

3D  £793  £907  £983  £1.008  £1.142  £1.212 

M Ø 100 cm Flat  £771  £905  £988  £1.019  £1.174  £1.258 

3D  £891  £1.025  £1.110  £1.141  £1.298  £1.380 

L Ø 120 cm Flat  £850  £1.002  £1.096  £1.131  £1.309  £1.404 

3D  £1.025  £1.177  £1.276  £1.311  £1.489  £1.584 

Donut Stack S Ø 80 cm Flat  £862  £962  £1.007  £1.032  £1.118  £1.163 

3D  £935  £1.043  £1.092  £1.117  £1.201  £1.246 

M Ø 100 cm Flat  £920  £1.026  £1.095  £1.122  £1.216  £1.270 

3D  £1.031  £1.151  £1.224  £1.249  £1.345  £1.399 

L Ø 120 cm Flat  £998  £1.113  £1.190  £1.222  £1.328  £1.384 

3D  £1.160  £1.294  £1.375  £1.407  £1.513  £1.571 

Options Upholstered back  + £213  + £245  + £267  + £275  + £314  + £336 

Mounting Wall Mounted Fixing System Wall  +  £101
incl. 2 metal brackets, excl. screws for wall

Ceiling suspended Fixing System Screw (black or alu) 4 cables of 2 m +  £101 
BuzziCableSet M6, incl. fixation M6 female thread + fastener, excl. screws for ceiling 4 cables of 5 m + £ 211

Fixing System Magnet (cables in black or alu) 4 cables of 2 m + £ 149 
BuzziCableSet, incl. magnet + fastener / not recommended with Donut Stack 4 cables of 5 m + £ 259 

Required order information: model, size, pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), mounting option, option
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BuzziBack
Acoustic wall panel
Not recommended for ceiling applications | min. 15.75" x 31.50" | max. 47.75" x 78.75"

+ extra layer

Width Height FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F
   (extra layer not on backside, so felt will remain visible) 

S ≤ 15.75" ≤ 31.50" ≤ 80 cm  $211  $249  $290  $307  $317  $365  $389 

≤ 40 cm ≤ 39.50" ≤ 100 cm  $233  $280  $321  $337  $348  $394  $420 

≤ 47.25" ≤ 120 cm  $254  $310  $351  $368  $379  $425  $451 

≤ 55.25" ≤ 140 cm  $281  $346  $387  $404  $415  $461  $487 

≤ 63.00" ≤ 160 cm  $300  $375  $517  $574  $606  $766  $851 

≤ 71.00" ≤ 180 cm  $323  $406  $564  $627  $663  $842  $937 

≤ 78.75" ≤ 200 cm  $345  $439  $613  $683  $723  $921  $1,026 

M ≤ 23.75" ≤ 31.50" ≤ 80 cm  $252  $309  $366  $389  $404  $469  $505 

≤ 60 cm ≤ 39.50" ≤ 100 cm  $281  $352  $409  $433  $447  $512  $548 

≤ 47.25" ≤ 120 cm  $303  $388  $445  $469  $483  $548  $584 

≤ 55.25" ≤ 140 cm  $332  $430  $553  $604  $632  $774  $849 

≤ 63.00" ≤ 160 cm  $359  $473  $615  $671  $703  $863  $949 

≤ 71.00" ≤ 180 cm  $406  $533  $690  $754  $790  $968  $1,064 

≤ 78.75" ≤ 200 cm  $444  $584  $759  $829  $869  $1,067  $1,172 

L ≤ 31.50" ≤ 31.50" ≤ 80 cm  $307  $381  $456  $485  $503  $588  $632 

≤ 80 cm ≤ 39.50" ≤ 100 cm  $350  $444  $519  $548  $567  $651  $696 

≤ 47.25" ≤ 120 cm  $393  $505  $581  $610  $627  $712  $757 

≤ 55.25" ≤ 140 cm  $432  $526  $603  $631  $649  $733  $779 

≤ 63.00" ≤ 160 cm  $492  $642  $784  $840  $872  $1,033  $1,118 

≤ 71.00" ≤ 180 cm  $545  $713  $870  $934  $970  $1,148  $1,244 

≤ 78.75" ≤ 200 cm  $583  $770  $945  $1,015  $1,055  $1,252  $1,358 

XL ≤ 39.50" ≤ 31.50" ≤ 80 cm  $350  $444  $536  $572  $593  $696  $752 

≤ 100 cm ≤ 39.50" ≤ 100 cm  $401  $518  $610  $646  $667  $769  $826 

≤ 47.25" ≤ 120 cm  $444  $584  $676  $712  $733  $836  $892 

≤ 55.25" ≤ 140 cm  $505  $670  $761  $797  $819  $921  $977 

≤ 63.00" ≤ 160 cm  $581  $766  $908  $964  $997  $1,158  $1,242 

≤ 71.00" ≤ 180 cm  $634  $848  $1,006  $1,069  $1,105  $1,283  $1,379 

≤ 78.75" ≤ 200 cm  $689  $923  $1,098  $1,168  $1,208  $1,406  $1,511 

XXL ≤ 47.25" ≤ 31.50" ≤ 80 cm  $393  $505  $613  $656  $682  $804  $869 

≤ 120 cm ≤ 39.50" ≤ 100 cm  $444  $584  $692  $735  $761  $884  $949 

≤ 47.25" ≤ 120 cm  $511  $680  $788  $831  $856  $979  $1,043 

≤ 55.25" ≤ 140 cm  $593  $792  $899  $942  $968  $1,091  $1,156 

≤ 63.00" ≤ 160 cm  $675  $898  $1,040  $1,096  $1,129  $1,289  $1,374 

≤ 71.00" ≤ 180 cm  $750  $1,002  $1,161  $1,224  $1,260  $1,439  $1,534 

≤ 78.75" ≤ 200 cm  $829  $1,110  $1,285  $1,355  $1,396  $1,593  $1,698 

Mounting Wall Mounted Self Adhesive Tape incl.

Magnetic Tape incl.

Required order information: size (W x H), fabric (CAT > Collection > color), mounting option
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Balance Small Balance Small High Balance Board SmallBalance Large Balance Board Large

BuzziBag
Cushion in various sizes 
Piping only in CAT A > Fabric | contrasting color possible 

W x L CAT A

S 15.75 x 15.75"  $123 

M 23.62 x 23.62"  $175 

L 31.50 x 39.37"  $296 

XL 39.37 x 53.15"  $406 

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), Fabric color piping

BuzziBalance
Rocking board with or without sound absorbing seating
Curved bottem in solid wood ash natural | Seat upholstered 

Diameter Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Balance Small Ø 22.05" 14.96"  -  $2,145  $2,221  $2,250  $2,268  $2,353  $2,398 

Small High Ø 22.05" 18.30" -  $2,326  $2,442  $2,488  $2,515  $2,647  $2,717 

Large Ø 38.58" 14.96"  -  $4,128  $4,292  $4,359  $4,395  $4,580  $4,679 

Balance Board Small Ø 21.65" 2.76"  $884  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Large Ø 38.19" 2.76"  $1,424  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)
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Solo Duo Trio Quatro

BuzziBassTrap
High performant sound absorbing corner storage solution
Optimal absorption when placed in corner of room l Units are stackable 

W x D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C

 

Solo 31,50 x 28,74 x 15,94"  $1,657  $1,906  $1,949 

Duo 31,50 x 28,74 x 30,31"  $2,061  $2,369  $2,709 

Trio 31,50 x 28,74 x 44,69"  $2,394  $2,754  $3,299 

Quatro 31,50 x 28,74 x 59,06"  $2,969  $3,414  $3,915 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)

BuzziBell
Bell-shaped acoustic, functional lighting 
Powder coated metal frame in black (RAL 9005), white (RAL 9010) or fluo yellow (RAL 1016)
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2500 Lumen | cULus Listed
White metal ceiling canopy and transparent power cable
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

FELT

One Size Ø 23,63" x 23,62"  $3,604 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78,74" (black or alu) incl, 

2 cables of 157,48 (black or alu)  + $ 280

Required order information: BuzziFelt color, color frame
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Regular Curved 45°

Straight Straight
Lines 1

Wedge Wedge
Lines 1

Beach
Lines 1

Arch
Lines 1

Beach Arch

BuzziBlinds Classic 
Room divider made up of a set of rotating acoustic blinds
1 baseplate & 5 blinds | each blind is 8.66" wide | Baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010) 

+ extra layer

Height Baseplate FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

S 47.24" Regular  $2,617  $2,979  $3,238  $3,341  $3,399  $3,693  $3,848 

Curved  $2,725  $3,231  $3,490  $3,593  $3,651  $3,945  $4,100 

M 61.02" Regular  $2,870  $3,320  $3,708  $3,864  $3,952  $4,391  $4,624 

Curved  $2,979  $3,520  $3,908  $4,064  $4,151  $4,590  $4,823 

L 74.80" Regular  $2,979  $3,536  $3,994  $4,183  $4,288  $4,825  $5,108 

Curved  $3,177  $3,717  $4,191  $4,380  $4,485  $5,023  $5,306 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Set

Wheels +  $280  

Required order information: size, model & color baseplate, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), option

BuzziBlinds
Room divider made up of a set of rotating acoustic blinds
1 baseplate & 5 blinds | each blind is 12,60" wide | Baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010) 

+ extra layer

Height FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Blinds M 61.02"  $3,378  $4,304  $4,822  $5,029  $5,145  $5,732  $6,042 
Straight, Wegde, Beach, Arch L 74.80"  $3,658  $4,713  $5,345  $5,598  $5,739  $6,453  $6,832 

Options V-CUT Lines 1 M 61.02" + $105 - - - - - -
only for Blinds in Felt L 74.80" + $123 - - - - - -

Bicolor (in same CAT) + $ 341/Set

Wheels   $280 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), color baseplate, option
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Square Rectangular

Rectangular 

Rectangular WOSS
(wedge on short side)

Rectangular WOLS
(wedge on long side)

Wall Mounted

Ceiling Suspended - System Screw

Ceiling Suspended - System MagnetHexa Hexa Wedge Penta Penta Wedge

Square Wedge

BuzziBlox
High performant sound absorbing wall/ceiling panel with different depths
For noticeable acoustic performance improvement a minimum of either 4 square panels or 2 rectangular panels is required 
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

W x H x D CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Square SQ-4 23.43 x 23.43 x 1.57"  $327  $389  $415  $427  $500  $536 

SQ-8 23.43 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $375  $444  $473  $487  $567  $608 

SQ-12 23.43 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $420  $495  $526  $543  $629  $675 

SQ-Wedge 23.43 x 23.43 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $539  $615  $646  $661  $748  $793 

Rectangular R-4 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57"  $460  $572  $617  $642  $769  $838 

R-8 46.85 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $536  $654  $703  $728  $863  $935 

R-12 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $658  $779  $827  $855  $992  $1,064 

R-WOSS 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $658  $779  $827  $855  $992  $1,064 

R-WOLS 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $658  $779  $827  $855  $992  $1,064 

Rectangular XL RXL-8 78.74 x 39.37 x 3.15"  $1,677  $1,846  $1,913  $1,951  $2,142  $2,243 

RXL-12 78.74 x 39.37 x 4.72"  $1,875  $2,050  $2,120  $2,159  $2,357  $2,462 

Hexa Hexa-4 23.62 x 27.28 x 1.57"  $521  $600  $632  $651  $741  $790 

Hexa-8 23.62 x 27.28 x 3.15"  $562  $642  $675  $692  $783  $831 

Hexa-12 23.62 x 27.28 x 4.72"  $608  $687  $719  $737  $827  $877 

Hexa-Wedge 23.62 x 27.28 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $824  $899  $937  $955  $1,046  $1,091 

Penta Penta-4 23.62 x 24.84 x 1.57"  $521  $600  $632  $651  $741  $790 

Penta-8 23.62 x 24.84 x 3.15"  $562  $642  $675  $692  $783  $831 

Penta-12 23.62 x 24.84 x 4.72"  $608  $687  $719  $737  $827  $877 

Penta-Wedge 23.62 x 24.84 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $824  $899  $935  $954  $1,043  $1,091 

Mounting Wall Mounted Fixing System Wall Wood incl.
incl, holes, excl, screws for wall

Ceiling Suspended Fixing System Screw + 4 cables of 2 m (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Hexa & Penta + $177 
(not possible  for BuzziBlox 
Rectangular XL  

BuzziCableSet M6, incl, fixation M6 female 
thread + fastener, excl, screws for ceiling

+ 4 cables of 5 m (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Hexa & Penta + $370 

Fixing System Magnet + 4 cables of 2 m (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Hexa & Penta + $262 
BuzziCableSet, incl, magnet + fastener + 4 cables of 5 m (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Hexa & Penta + $453 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), mounting option
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BuzziBoard
Acoustic memo board with power magnets 
Not recommended for ceiling applications 
Gauge of glass max. 10 mm | Clear glass only, without osmose cleaning techniques

L x W x T FELT

1 size 31.50 x 15.75"   $240  

Required order information: BuzziFelt color
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* These solid wood worktops may contain knots, natural color variations and drying splits as normal features of the product. 
This contributes to the uniqueness of each worktop.

Single

Side By Side

Double Screen

Standing

BuzziBooth
Upholstered acoustic cocoon with worktop
 Single / Standing / Side by Side /  

Single / Standing
Single: 47.24 x 50.79 x 84.65" (D x W x H) | Worktop height: 29.13" 
Standing: 47.24 x 50.79 x 91.73" (D x W x H) | Worktop height 42.13" 

Pattern CAT A CAT E

Single 3D Rib  $8,746  $12,560 

3D Diamond  $9,033  $12,846 

Standing 3D Rib  $9,358  $13,447 

3D Diamond  $9,644  $13,733 

Worktop Worktop upholstered, with cable tray  incl. 

Worktop in White Laminate, without cable tray  + $799 

Worktop in Antwerp Oak, without cable tray *  + $864 

Worktop in Antwerp Oak, with cable tray *  + $954 

Set of alu brackets for customer-own worktop (6pcs)  + $399 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) - different color outside  + $646 

Light (LED) + panel  + $646 

Single Screen - incl. baseplate  + $2,329 

Required order information: model, pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), worktop, option

Side by Side
47.24 x 94.49 x 84.65" (D x W x H) | Worktop height: 29.13"

Pattern CAT A CAT E

Side by Side 3D Rib  $13,020  $18,304 

3D Diamond  $13,591  $18,876 

Worktop Worktop upholstered, with cable tray  incl.  

Worktop in Antwerp Oak, without cable tray *  + $1,572 

Set of alu brackets for customer-own worktop  + $528 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) - different color outside  + $923 

Light (LED) + panel  + $1,185 

Double Screen - incl. baseplate  + $4,203 

Required order information: pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), worktop, option
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Flat 3D

* These solid wood worktops may contain knots, natural color variations and drying splits as normal features of the product. 
This contributes to the uniqueness of each worktop.

Targa
Worktop height 29.13"

W x D Height Pattern CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 51.18 x 45.28" 47.24" Flat  $5,170  $5,788  $6,033  $6,172  $6,869  $7,239 
120 cm 3D  $5,361  $5,979  $6,224  $6,363  $7,061  $7,430 

53.15" Flat  $5,821 - - -  $7,659 -
135 cm 3D  $6,032 - - -  $7,870 -

M 66.93  x 45.28" 47.24" Flat  $5,840  $6,516  $6,787  $6,936  $7,700  $8,106 
120 cm 3D  $6,510  $7,185  $7,455  $7,604  $8,369  $8,775 

53.15" Flat  $6,604 - - -  $8,604 -
135 cm 3D  $7,275 - - -  $9,274 -

L 82.68 x 45.28" 47.24" Flat  $6,510  $7,309  $7,630  $7,808  $8,715  $9,195 
120 cm 3D  $7,082  $7,883  $8,203  $8,382  $9,289  $9,767 

53.15" Flat  $7,275 - - -  $9,481 -
135 cm 3D  $7,964 - - -  $10,170 -

S  M  L 

Worktop Worktop in Antwerp Oak, without cable tray *  + $699  + $980  + $1,255 

Worktop in Antwerp Oak, with cable tray *  + $864  + $1,139  + $1,662 

Worktop in Antwerp Oak, with cable tray & light (LED) *  + $1,266  + $1,542  + $2,598 

Set of alu brackets for customer-own worktop  + $399  + $399  + $464 
6 pcs 6 pcs 7 pcs

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) - different color outside  + $646  + $646  + $923 

Required order information:  size, height, pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), worktop, option
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BuzziBounce
S-shaped chair with upholstered shell on a flexible spring-like base 
18.11" x 22.83" x 32.68" (W x D x H) | Seating height 18.50"
Seat always upholstered | Back upholstered or in 3D Veneer White Wash or Black Stained 
Frame coated in black satin or alu satin 
Upholstery back always in same fabric collection as the seat, different color front & back possible

Back Frame CAT A CAT B CAT E

Bounce Upholstered Black Satin Metal  $1,346  $1,486  $1,644 

Alu Satin Metal  $1,346  $1,486  $1,644 

3D Veneer White Wash Black Satin Metal  $1,468  $1,573  $1,696 

Alu Satin Metal  $1,468  $1,573  $1,696 

3D Veneer Black Stained Black Satin Metal  $1,451  $1,556  $1,679 

Alu Satin Metal  $1,451  $1,556  $1,679 

Option Bicolor (in same CAT) - different color upholstery back  $254 

CAL 133 certified BuzziBounce - only available in Trevira with fire barrier No Upcharge

Required order information: fabric seat (CAT > Collection > color), material back, option 

BuzziBox
Storage box in BuzziFelt

L x W x H FELT

XXS 13.78" x 7.09" x 10.63"  $151 

XS 13.78" x 9.84" x 10.63"  $159 

S 13.78" x 13.78" x 13.78"  $186 

M 15.75" x 23.62" x 15.75"  $233 

L 17.72" x 25.59" x 17.72"  $287 

XL 19.69" x 27.56" x 19.69"  $345 

Required order information: size, BuzziFelt color

BuzziBox Travel
Box in Buzzifelt with sholder strap and removable tag

L x W x H FELT

47 x 19 x 29 cm  $ 201

Required order information: BuzziFelt color
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BuzziBracks
A room within a room
To configure BuzziBracks
1. Choose a frame size and finish (p. 14) 
2. Choose curtains (p. 14) 
3. Add worktops, shelves or accessories (p. 15 - 16) 

Example Setup - Frame with curtains in same category
Incl. Frame, Rail & Curtains in the same curtain category
Frame in powder coated metal in Beige Red (RAL 3012), Black Green (RAL 6012), Pastel Blue (RAL 5024), Pastel Green (RAL 
6019), Light Green (RAL 6027), Signal Grey (RAL 7004), Black (RAL 9005)
Rail for curtains always in black
Curtains in symmetrical or asymmetrical configuration

Height Side Width CUR A CUR B CUR C CUR D CUR E CUR F

Medium 47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $8.415  $8.772  $9.129  $9.545  $9.961  $10.244 
151 cm
59.45"

120 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $9.998  $10.426  $10.854  $11.354  $11.854  $12.195 

59.06" 94.49" 320 cm  $10.859  $11.359  $11.859  $12.443  $13.027  $13.426 
150 cm

High 47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $9,461  $10,329  $11,375  $12,157  $12,773  $13,627 
188,5 cm
74.21"

120 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $11,216  $12,258  $13,514  $14,452  $15,192  $16,214 

125.98" 320 cm  $12,491  $13,707  $15,173  $16,269  $17,129  $18,323 

59.06" 94.49" 240 cm  $12,204  $13,420  $14,886  $15,982  $16,842  $18,036 
150 cm 125.98" 320 cm  $13,498  $14,888  $16,564  $17,814  $18,798  $20,162 

Extra high 59.06" 62.99" 160 cm  $11,796  $12,838  $14,096  $15,034  $15,772  $16,794 
226 cm
89.97"

150 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $12,596  $13,812  $15,278  $16,374  $17,234  $18,428 

125.98" 320 cm  $13,911  $15,301  $16,977  $18,227  $19,211  $20,575 

Required order information: size frame (height, side, width), finish frame, curtain configuration, curtains (CUR > collection > color)
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Frame
Incl. rail for curtrains in black
Frame in powder coated metal in Beige Red (RAL 3012), Black Green (RAL 6012), Pastel Blue (RAL 5024), Pastel Green (RAL 
6019), Light Green (RAL 6027), Signal Grey (RAL 7004), Black (RAL 9005)

Height Side Width

Medium 47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $6.159 
151 cm
59.45"

120 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $7.282 

59.06" 94.49" 320 cm  $7.763 
150 cm  

High 47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $6,955 
188,5 cm
74.21"

120 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $8,198 

125.98" 320 cm  $9,051 

59.06" 94.49" 240 cm  $8,764 
150 cm 125.98" 320 cm  $9,620 

Extra high 59.06" 62.99" 160 cm  $8,852 
226 cm
89.97"

150 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $9,156 

125.98" 320 cm  $10,033 

Required order information: size frame (height, side, width), finish frame
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Left Right Long Short

Curtain configuration

Symmetrical Asymmetrical

Curtains

Height Side Width CUR A CUR B CUR C CUR D CUR E CUR F

Symmetrical Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

Medium 47.24" 62.99"  $1,128  $1,128  $1,485  $1,485  $1,901  $1,901  $2,184  $2,184  $2,385  $2,385  $2,668  $2,668 
151 cm
59.45"

94.49"  $1,358  $1,358  $1,786  $1,786  $2,286  $2,286  $2,627  $2,627  $2,867  $2,867  $3,206  $3,206 

59.06" 94.49"  $1,548  $1,548  $2,048  $2,048  $2,632  $2,632  $3,031  $3,031  $3,312  $3,312  $3,709  $3,709 

High 47.24" 62.99"  $1,253  $1,253  $1,687  $1,687  $2,210  $2,210  $2,601  $2,601  $2,909  $2,909  $3,336  $3,336 

188,5 cm
74.21"

120 cm 94.49"  $1,509  $1,509  $2,030  $2,030  $2,658  $2,658  $3,127  $3,127  $3,497  $3,497  $4,008  $4,008 

125.98"  $1,720  $1,720  $2,328  $2,328  $3,061  $3,061  $3,609  $3,609  $4,039  $4,039  $4,636  $4,636 

59.06" 94.49"  $1,720  $1,720  $2,328  $2,328  $3,061  $3,061  $3,609  $3,609  $4,039  $4,039  $4,636  $4,636 

150 cm 125.98"  $1,939  $1,939  $2,634  $2,634  $3,472  $3,472  $4,097  $4,097  $4,589  $4,589  $5,271  $5,271 

Extra high 59.06" 62.99"  $1,472  $1,472  $1,993  $1,993  $2,622  $2,622  $3,091  $3,091  $3,460  $3,460  $3,971  $3,971 

226 cm
89.97"

150 cm 94.49"  $1,720  $1,720  $2,328  $2,328  $3,061  $3,061  $3,609  $3,609  $4,039  $4,039  $4,636  $4,636 

125.98"  $1,939  $1,939  $2,634  $2,634  $3,472  $3,472  $4,097  $4,097  $4,589  $4,589  $5,271  $5,271 

Asymmetrical Long Short Long Short Long Short Long Short Long Short Long Short

Medium 47.24" 62.99"  $1,353  $901  $1,782  $1,187  $2,282  $1,521  $2,622  $1,748  $2,863  $1,909  $3,203  $2,135 

151 cm
59.45"

94.49"  $1,629  $1,085  $2,144  $1,429  $2,742  $1,829  $3,152  $2,101  $3,440  $2,293  $3,847  $2,566 

59.06" 94.49"  $1,857  $1,238  $2,458  $1,639  $3,159  $2,105  $3,637  $2,424  $3,975  $2,649  $4,451  $2,967 

High 47.24" 62.99"  $1,503  $1,001  $2,025  $1,349  $2,653  $1,769  $3,122  $2,081  $3,491  $2,328  $4,002  $2,669 

188,5 cm
74.21"

94.49"  $1,810  $1,206  $2,436  $1,624  $3,189  $2,126  $3,752  $2,501  $4,195  $2,797  $4,809  $3,206 

125.98"  $2,063  $1,376  $2,793  $1,862  $3,673  $2,448  $4,330  $2,886  $4,848  $3,231  $5,563  $3,708 

59.06" 94.49"  $2,063  $1,376  $2,793  $1,862  $3,673  $2,448  $4,330  $2,886  $4,848  $3,231  $5,563  $3,708 

125.98"  $2,326  $1,551  $3,161  $2,107  $4,165  $2,777  $4,916  $3,278  $5,507  $3,672  $6,325  $4,218 

Extra high 59.06" 62.99"  $1,766  $1,178  $2,392  $1,594  $3,145  $2,097  $3,708  $2,473  $4,151  $2,767  $4,765  $3,176 

226 cm
89.97"

94.49"  $2,063  $1,376  $2,793  $1,862  $3,673  $2,448  $4,330  $2,886  $4,848  $3,231  $5,563  $3,708 

125.98"  $2,326  $1,551  $3,161  $2,107  $4,165  $2,777  $4,916  $3,278  $5,507  $3,672  $6,325  $4,218 

Required order information: curtain configuration, curtain left/long (CUR > collection > color), curtain right/short (CUR > collection > color)
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Meeting Table Small Meeting Table Large

Full Side A Side B

Add-ons 

Worktops
Supportive frame for worktop has same color as frame

Size (W x D) For frame side For frame width Cable Entry Oak White Laminate

Full 56.30" x 29.53" All 62.99" no cutout  $2,161  $1,677 

2 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $2,284  $1,757 

90.55" x 29.53" All 94.49" no cutout  $2,966  $2,037 

2 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $3,047  $2,118 

Side A 44.09" x 29.53" All All no cutout  $1,951  $1,433 

1 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $1,992  $1,475 

55.91" x 29.53" 59.06" 94.49" and 125.98" no cutout  $2,578  $1,713 

1 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $2,618  $1,754 

Side B 44.09" x 29.53" All All no cutout  $1,951  $1,433 

1 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $1,992  $1,475 

55.91" x 29.53" 59.06" 94.49" and 125.98" no cutout  $2,578  $1,713 

1 x Ø 31.50" cable entry side  $2,618  $1,754 

Meeting Table Small 53.14" x 53.14" All 94.49" and 125.98" no cutout  $4,996  $4,100 

1 central cutout  $5,164  $4,265 

Meeting Table Large 59.84" x 78,74 All 94.49" and 125.98" no cutout  $6,116  $4,785 

1 central cutout  $6,249  $4,918 

Required order information: model, size, cutout, finish
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Option A

SocketSocket Socket Socket

Option B

SocketSocket
USB
2 x

Data
2 x

Cable Box Single

Netbox Point Single
excl. cable management

Netbox Point Single
incl. cable management

Netbox Point Double
incl. cable management

Socket Type

F   NL|DE|LUX

E  BE|FR

G UK

B US

HDMI

DATA

USB

HDMI

DATA

USBHDMI DATA USBHDMI

DATA

USB

Set comes with 3 Communication modules 
(1 x HDMI, 1 x DATA, 1 x USB) 
Select 2 to connect to the netbox point

Socket

Electrification

Cable Configuration Worktop 
management 

Netbox Point Single excl. 1 x socket + 2 x communication modules Side A / B  $375 

incl. 1 x socket + 2 x communication modules Side A / B  $599 

Netbox Point Double incl. 1 x socket + 2 x communication modules Full  $1,109 

Cable box Single incl. Option A 4 x socket Meeting Table Small / Large $754

incl. Option B 2 x socket + 2 x data + 2 x USB Meeting Table Small / Large $1,152

Required order information: model, height, socket type 
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Universal mount Hook Flag Felt Board

Full Side A Side B

Shelves
Supportive frame for shelve has same color as frame

For frame side For frame width Oak White Laminate

Full 143 x 40 cm All 160 cm  $1,706  $1,092 

230 x 40 cm All 240 cm  $2,140  $1,397 

Side A 80 x 30 cm All All  $1,166  $802 

Side B 80 x 30 cm All All  $1,166  $802 

Required order information: model, finish

Cover
Metal cover to hide or protect curtain rail | Same color as frame

Side Width

47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $1,428 
120 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $1,695 

125.98" 320 cm  $1,757 

59.06" 62.99" 160 cm  $1,620 
150 cm 94.49" 240 cm  $1,075 

125.98" 320 cm  $1,111 

Required order information: model, finish

Accessories

Material

Universal Mount For display, tv, accessories  $244 

Hook Antwerp Oak  $156 

Flag Antwerp Oak  $156 

Pinboard BuzziFelt UniColor  $341 

BuzziFelt BiColor  $392 

Required order information: model, option
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Low High Low Half High Half

BuzziBreeze
Multifunctional table with fixed benches
Base in powdercoated steel in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010)
Worktop & seats in powder coated Aluminium in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010), Oak or Iroko
Note: Oak is not suitable for outdoor use, Iroko wood is naturally durable but may be prone to movement and cracking in 
outdoor environments

Worktop & seats

Width Height Length Aluminium Oak Iroko

Low 64,17" 29,13" (bench 17,32") 2 m  $8,562  $10,761  $10,761 

3 m  $9,914  $12,430  $12,430 

4 m  $11,266  $13,765  $13,765 

High 70,87" 43,31" (bench 31,49") 2 m  $11,355  $12,639  $12,639 

3 m  $12,454  $14,503  $14,503 

4 m  $13,878  $16,546  $16,546 

Low Half 31,89" 29,13" (bench 17,32") 2 m  $5,660  $9,588  $9,588 

3 m  $6,084  $11,262  $11,262 

4 m  $6,668  $13,704  $13,704 

High Half 35,04" 43,31" (bench 31,49") 2 m  $7,046  $10,651  $10,651 

3 m  $7,587  $12,418  $12,418 

4 m  $8,308  $14,956  $14,956 

Required order information: model, lenght, color base, material worktop & seats 
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Horizontal stripesVertical stripes

BuzziBrickBack
Acoustic self-adhesive wallpaper in sliced BuzziFelt
Max. 48" x 48" | Min 15" x 15" 
Panels must be ordered in increments of 0.25" in both width and length 
Not recommended for ceiling applications
Please note that the pattern of the stripes is random and will not create a continuing line from one panel to another depending on 
the direction of the stripes. For more details, please check PSS.
Variation in color & density may occur

Width Height Sliced Felt

Horizontal stripes ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm  $64/sq ft

Vertical stripes ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm  $64/sq ft

Required order information: size (W x H), Sliced BuzziFelt color combination, horizontal or vertical stripes
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BuzziBrickBack Architectural
Acoustic self-adhesive panel in sliced BuzziFelt
Max. 48" x 48" | Min 15" x 15" 
Panels must be ordered in increments of 0.25" in both width and length 
Not recommended for ceiling applications
Please note that the pattern of the stripes is random and will not create a continuing line from one panel to another depending on 
the direction of the stripes. For more details, please check PSS.

Width Height Sliced Felt

Horizontal stripes ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm  $64/sq ft

Vertical stripes ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm ≤ 48" ≤ 120 cm  $64/sq ft

Required order information: size (W x H), horizontal or vertical stripes, Sliced felt combination
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Taco TexMexGringo

DO 101 DO 102 DO 103

BuzziCactus
Playful cactus-shaped room divider
Baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or alu color (RAL 9006) 

W x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E 

Taco 40.16" x 59.65"  $2,299  $2,574  $2,684  $2,745  $3,057 

TexMex 31.89" x 67.72"  $1,776  $2,084  $2,208  $2,276  $2,627 

Gringo 35.43" x 70.87"  $1,906  $2,232  $2,362  $2,434  $2,802 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), color baseplate 

BuzziCane
Lounge sofa with natural webbing
Webbing in Natural Rotan | Frame in Ash Natural or Ash Black Stained

L x W x H Frame CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

DO 101 35.04" x  35.83" x 25.59" Ash Natural  $5,817  $5,958  $6,028  $6,067  $6,265  $6,370 

Ash Black Stained  $5,992  $6,132  $6,202  $6,241  $6,439  $6,544 

DO 102 78.35" x 35.83" x 25.59" Ash Natural  $9,649  $9,935  $10,077  $10,156  $10,559  $10,772 

Ash Black Stained  $9,934  $10,221  $10,363  $10,442  $10,844  $11,058 

DO 103 105.51" x  35.83" x 25.59" Ash Natural  $12,364  $12,778  $12,983  $13,098  $13,680  $13,988 

Ash Black Stained  $12,733  $13,147  $13,352  $13,467  $14,048  $14,356 

Option Decorative Cushion (1pc)  $290  $309  $323  $331  $363  $385 

Required order information: model, color frame, fabric (CAT > collection > color)
Availailable from February 2017
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Chandelier Chandelier Plain

BuzziChandelier
Acoustic decorative lighting 
Metal frame black (RAL 9005) | shade in BuzziFelt or OffWhite BuzziFelt Printed (Carrara, Emperador or Gold) 
Metal ceiling canopy and black fabric power cable incl. 
2G11, max 40W | cULus Listed | Bulb excl. 

FELT FELT Printed

Chandelier  $4,199  $4,899 

Chandelier Plain  $3,149  $4,029 

Mounting option Ceiling suspended 3 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

3 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  $315 

Required order information: color BuzziFelt or pattern BuzziFelt Printed, mounting option
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Square Square DoubleRectangular

BuzziClipse
Indirect lighting wall panel with high acoustic performance 
LED-frame with acoustic panel
Lumen output 580 Lm - 870 Lm | Excl. Class II Power Supply 

W x H x D CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Square SQ-4 23.43 x 23.43 x 1.57"  $1,173  $1,236  $1,261  $1,275  $1,346  $1,383 

SQ-8 23.43 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $1,245  $1,314  $1,342  $1,358  $1,436  $1,478 

SQ-12 23.43 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $1,281  $1,358  $1,387  $1,405  $1,490  $1,536 

SQ-Wedge 23.43 x 23.43 x 1.57 to 4.72"  $1,353  $1,430  $1,460  $1,477  $1,563  $1,608 

Rectangular R-4 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57"  $1,534  $1,647  $1,691  $1,717  $1,844  $1,912 

R-8 46.85 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $1,642  $1,761  $1,809  $1,835  $1,970  $2,042 

R-12 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $1,678  $1,805  $1,854  $1,883  $2,025  $2,100 

R-WOSS 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57 x 4.72"  $1,714  $1,840  $1,889  $1,917  $2,059  $2,134 

R-WOLS 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57 x 4.72"  $1,714  $1,840  $1,889  $1,917  $2,059  $2,134 

Square Dble SQ4 + SQ4 46.85 x 23.43 x 1.57"  $1,822  $1,910  $1,959  $1,987  $2,129  $2,203 

SQ4 + SQ8 46.85 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $1,858  $1,952  $2,004  $2,034  $2,183  $2,262 

SQ4 + SQ12 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $1,894  $1,994  $2,050  $2,081  $2,237  $2,321 

SQ4 + SQW 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $2,002  $2,102  $2,158  $2,189  $2,345  $2,429 

SQ8 + SQ8 46.85 x 23.43 x 3.15"  $1,894  $1,994  $2,050  $2,081  $2,237  $2,321 

SQ8 + SQ12 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $1,913  $2,019  $2,078  $2,109  $2,274  $2,361 

SQ8 +SQW 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $2,021  $2,127  $2,186  $2,218  $2,382  $2,469 

SQ12 + SQ12 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $1,985  $2,098  $2,159  $2,193  $2,364  $2,456 

SQ12 + SQW 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $2,074  $2,188  $2,248  $2,282  $2,454  $2,545 

SQW + SQW 46.85 x 23.43 x 4.72"  $2,183  $2,296  $2,357  $2,391  $2,563  $2,653 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)

BuzziCockpit
Individual acoustic work hub 

W D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D

 

Solo 29.13" 32.68" x 30.71"  $2,675  $3,208  $3,423  $3,542 

Duo 39.37" 32.68" x 30.71"  $3,919  $4,474  $4,696  $4,818 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) - backpanel in other color  + $521/Cockpit 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), option
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Solo

L Left

Duo

L Right

Trio

T

Quatro

BuzziCube Flat
Sound absorbing pouf

Bottom L x W x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Solo bottom anti skid 18.11" x 18.11" x 18.50"  $427  $508  $541  $558  $649  $698 

bottom wood with feet 18.11" x 18.11" x 19.69"  $534  $620  $653  $672  $768  $819 
(recommended for contract market) 

wheels (4 pcs) 18.11" x 18.11" x 19.69"  $812  $898  $931  $950  $1,047  $1,097 

Duo bottom anti skid 36.22" x 18.11" x 18.50"  $832  $945  $991  $1,017  $1,146  $1,215 

bottom wood with feet 36.22" x 18.11" x 19.69"  $1,040  $1,164  $1,213  $1,241  $1,381  $1,454 
(recommended for contract market) 

Trio bottom anti skid 54.33" x 18.11" x 18.50"  $1,143  $1,295  $1,355  $1,388  $1,559  $1,650 

bottom wood with feet 54.33" x 18.11" x 19.69"  $1,463  $1,675  $1,741  $1,778  $1,965  $2,065 
(recommended for contract market) 

Quatro bottom anti skid 72.44" x 18.11" x 18.50"  $1,463  $1,654  $1,731  $1,773  $1,990  $2,104 

bottom wood with feet 72.44" x 18.11" x 19.69"  $1,887  $2,077  $2,154  $2,196  $2,413  $2,527 
(recommended for contract market) 

T bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.22" x 18.50"  $1,887  $2,077  $2,154  $2,196  $2,413  $2,527 

bottom wood with feet 54.33" x 36.22" x 19.69"  $2,305  $2,513  $2,595  $2,643  $2,879  $3,003 
(recommended for contract market) 

L Left bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.22" x 18.50"  $1,463  $1,654  $1,731  $1,773  $1,990  $2,104 

bottom wood with feet 54.33" x 36.22" x 19.69"  $1,887  $2,077  $2,154  $2,196  $2,413  $2,527 
(recommended for contract market) 

L Right bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.22" x 18.50"  $1,463  $1,654  $1,731  $1,773  $1,990  $2,104 

bottom wood with feet 54.33" x 36.22" x 19.69"  $1,887  $2,077  $2,154  $2,196  $2,413  $2,527 
(recommended for contract market) 

Required order information: model, bottom, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)
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Solo

L left

Duo

L right

Trio

T

Quatro

1 SQ

3D patterns

4 SQ 16 SQ

BuzziCube 3D
Sound absorbing pouf with 3D pattern

Bottom L x W x H CAT A CAT E 

3D Solo bottom anti skid 19.69" x 19.69" x 18.50"  $637  $972 

bottom wood 19.69" x 19.69" x 19.69"  $741  $1,075 
(recommended for contract market) 

wheels (4 pcs) 19.69" x 19.69" x 19.69"  $1,021  $1,355 

3D Duo bottom anti skid 37.00" x 19.69" x 18.50"  $1,252  $1,686 

bottom wood 37.00" x 19.69" x 19.69"  $1,463  $1,898 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Trio bottom anti skid 54.33" x 19.69" x 18.50"  $1,637  $2,172 

bottom wood 54.33" x 19.69" x 19.69"  $1,950  $2,485 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Quatro bottom anti skid 71.65" x 19.69" x 18.50"  $2,037  $2,662 

bottom wood 71.65" x 19.69" x 19.69"  $2,459  $3,083 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D T bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.61" x 18.50"  $2,459  $3,206 

bottom wood 54.33" x 36.61" x 19.69"  $2,788  $3,441 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D L Left bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.61" x 18.50"  $2,037  $2,662 

bottom wood 54.33" x 36.61" x 19.69"  $2,459  $3,083 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D L Right bottom anti skid 54.33" x 36.61" x 18.50"  $2,037  $2,662 

bottom wood 54.33" x 36.61" x 19.69"  $2,459  $3,083 
(recommended for contract market) 

Required order information: size, bottom, pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)
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Flat 3D Top & Front 3D Side

TrioSolo LargeSolo

BuzziDee 
Sound absorbing pouf

Bottom LxWxH CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Solo Flat bottom anti skid 19.69" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $525  $595  $630  $649  $749  $946 

bottom wood with feet 19.69" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $629  $700  $735  $754  $854  $1,051 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Top & Front bottom anti skid 19.69" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $735  $807  $844  $865  $970 -

bottom wood with feet 19.69" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $839  $912  $949  $970  $1,074 -
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Side bottom anti skid 19.69" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $735  $807  $844  $865  $970 -

bottom wood with feet 19.69" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $839  $912  $949  $970  $1,074 -
(recommended for contract market) 

Solo Large Flat bottom anti skid 25.59" x 25.59" x 18.90"  $875  $986  $1,042  $1,073  $1,231  $1,346 

bottom wood with feet 25.59" x 25.59" x 19.69"  $1,049  $1,161  $1,217  $1,248  $1,406  $1,521 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Top & Front bottom anti skid 25.59" x 25.59" x 18.90"  $1,225  $1,342  $1,400  $1,433  $1,600 -

bottom wood with feet 25.59" x 25.59" x 19.69"  $1,399  $1,517  $1,575  $1,608  $1,775 -
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Side bottom anti skid 25.59" x 25.59" x 18.90"  $1,225  $1,342  $1,400  $1,433  $1,600 -

bottom wood with feet 25.59" x 25.59" x 19.69"  $1,399  $1,517  $1,575  $1,608  $1,775 -
(recommended for contract market) 

Trio Flat bottom anti skid 59.06" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $1,225  $1,383  $1,463  $1,507  $1,732  $2,044 

bottom wood with feet 59.06" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $1,539  $1,698  $1,778  $1,822  $2,047  $2,359 
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Top & Front bottom anti skid 59.06" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $1,715  $1,885  $1,970  $2,018  $2,260 -

bottom wood with feet 59.06" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $2,030  $2,200  $2,285  $2,333  $2,575 -
(recommended for contract market) 

3D Side bottom anti skid 59.06" x 20.87" x 18.90"  $1,715  $1,885  $1,970  $2,018  $2,260 -

bottom wood with feet 59.06" x 20.87" x 19.69"  $2,030  $2,200  $2,285  $2,333  $2,575 -
(recommended for contract market) 

Options Bicolor (in same fabric collection)  $ 254

Required order information: model, flat or 3D Top & Front or 3D Side, bottom, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), option
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Round corners Straight corners

BuzziDesk
Acoustic desk-mounted screen
Min. 13.50 x 22.50" (H x W)| max. 31.50 x 78.75" (H x W) | Straight or round corners
Desk mounted with BuzziFix

+ extra layer

Height Width FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S ≤ 15.75" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $520  $594  $674  $707  $725  $816  $865 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $557  $650  $730  $763  $781  $872  $921 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $590  $699  $779  $812  $830  $921  $970 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $618  $744  $865  $914  $942  $1,078  $1,152 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $651  $795  $933  $987  $1,019  $1,174  $1,257 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $688  $851  $1,005  $1,066  $1,101  $1,274  $1,367 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $720  $902  $1,071  $1,139  $1,178  $1,370  $1,472 

M ≤ 23.75" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $552  $662  $775  $821  $845  $973  $1,041 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $595  $730  $844  $889  $914  $1,041  $1,110 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $623  $786  $900  $945  $970  $1,097  $1,166 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $669  $860  $980  $1,029  $1,057  $1,194  $1,267 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $695  $912  $1,050  $1,104  $1,136  $1,292  $1,374 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $737  $982  $1,136  $1,197  $1,232  $1,405  $1,498 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $772  $1,042  $1,211  $1,279  $1,318  $1,510  $1,612 

L ≤ 31.50" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $609  $755  $900  $959  $991  $1,155  $1,243 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $658  $840  $985  $1,045  $1,076  $1,241  $1,328 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $692  $909  $1,054  $1,113  $1,145  $1,309  $1,397 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $734  $987  $1,230  $1,327  $1,381  $1,656  $1,803 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $776  $1,066  $1,341  $1,451  $1,512  $1,824  $1,990 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $819  $1,145  $1,453  $1,575  $1,643  $1,992  $2,177 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $854  $1,217  $1,556  $1,692  $1,768  $2,153  $2,357 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $ 254/Desk

Required order information: size (W x H), fabric (CAT > Collection > color), straight or round corners, BuzziFix (p. 21)
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       L               L-Plus              XL

         F L                F L-Plus             F XL

         Y L                Y L-Plus             Y XL

    Twin Light                Foot

                 U

      Part A   Part D            Part B

   Twin           Magnet

               Part C

BuzziFix for BuzziDesk 
Fixation system for BuzziDesk
Color: black (RAL 9005), white (RAL 9010) or alu color (RAL 9006)
1 set/BuzziDesk | see installation instructions online for more info

BuzziFix Bold

L for worktop max. 1.18"  $252 
price/set (2pcs)

L-plus for worktop max. 1.69"  $279
price/set (2pcs)

XL for worktop max. 2.56"  $296 
price/set (2pcs)

Twin for worktop max. 1.77"  $214 
price/set (2pcs)

Magnet* for metal | magnetic worktop  $172 
price/set (2pcs), only RAL 9006

Optional metal desk mounting plate.  $38 
price/set (2pcs) | To be screwed or taped on a surface

part A for worktop max. 1.18"  $147 
price/set (2pcs)

part B for worktop max. 2.56"  $210 
price/set (2pcs)

part C for BuzziDesk  $147 
price/set (2pcs)

part D for BuzziDesk max. 1.69"  $184 
price/set (2pcs)

BuzziFix Thin

F L for worktop 0.47" > 1.10"  $223 
price/set (2pcs)

L-plus for worktop 1.10" > 1.69"  $244 
price/set (2pcs)

XL for worktop 1.10" > 2.28"  $261 
price/set (2pcs)

U fixed with screws (not incl. 3x Ø 8mm)  $111 
price/set (2pcs)

Y L for worktop 0.47" > 1.10"  $149 
price/set (2pcs)

L-plus for worktop 1.10" > 1.69"  $168 
price/set (2pcs)

XL for worktop 1.10" > 2.28"  $186 
price/set (2pcs)

Foot* standing (screws incl.)  $104 
price/set (1pcs)

Twin Light for worktop max. 1.77"  $111 
price/set (2pcs)

Required order information: model, color 

* Magnet only to be used with BuzziDesk H ≤ 15.75" | Foot only to be used with BuzziDesk H ≤ 15.75"  & W ≤ 63.00"
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A

A

B

B

BuzziDesk Cross
Acoustic free standing desk partition
Always order 2 panels (Panel A & Panel B) with the same height
Panels always in the same fabric collection (different color possible with handling fee) 
Total size panel min: 13.78" x 47.24" (H x W), max: 21.65" x 125.98" (H x W)
Central connection part in black (RAL 9005) 

+ extra layer

Height Width FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Price per panel 13.78" ≤ 55.12" ≤ 140  $770  $1,033  $1,173  $1,208  $1,225  $1,348  $1,418 

Panel A & B always in same 
fabric collection

35 cm ≤ 62.99" ≤ 160  $805  $1,085  $1,243  $1,286  $1,304  $1,435  $1,514 

≤ 70.87" ≤ 180  $840  $1,138  $1,313  $1,365  $1,383  $1,523  $1,610 

≤ 78.74" ≤ 200  $875  $1,190  $1,383  $1,444  $1,461  $1,610  $1,706 

≤ 86.61" ≤ 220  $910  $1,243  $1,453  $1,523  $1,540  $1,698  $1,803 

≤ 94.49" ≤ 240  $945  $1,295  $1,523  $1,601  $1,619  $1,785  $1,899 

≤ 102.36" ≤ 260  $980  $1,348  $1,593  $1,680  $1,698  $1,873  $1,995 

≤ 110.24" ≤ 280  $1,015  $1,400  $1,663  $1,759  $1,776  $1,960  $2,091 

  ≤ 118.11" ≤ 300  $1,050  $1,453  $1,733  $1,838  $1,855  $2,048  $2,188 

≤ 125.98" ≤ 320  $1,085  $1,505  $1,803  $1,916  $1,934  $2,135  $2,284 

17.72" ≤ 55.12" ≤ 140  $860  $1,208  $1,435  $1,470  $1,540  $1,750  $1,908 
45 cm ≤ 62.99" ≤ 160  $900  $1,269  $1,514  $1,558  $1,628  $1,846  $2,013 

≤ 70.87" ≤ 180  $945  $1,330  $1,593  $1,645  $1,715  $1,943  $2,118 

≤ 78.74" ≤ 200  $990  $1,391  $1,671  $1,733  $1,803  $2,039  $2,223 

≤ 86.61" ≤ 220  $1,035  $1,453  $1,750  $1,820  $1,890  $2,135  $2,328 

 ≤ 94.49" ≤ 240  $1,075  $1,514  $1,829  $1,908  $1,978  $2,231  $2,433 

≤ 102.36" ≤ 260  $1,120  $1,575  $1,908  $1,995  $2,065  $2,328  $2,538 

≤ 110.24" ≤ 280  $1,165  $1,636  $1,986  $2,083  $2,153  $2,424  $2,643 

≤ 118.11" ≤ 300  $1,210  $1,698  $2,065  $2,170  $2,240  $2,520  $2,748 

≤ 125.98" ≤ 320  $1,250  $1,759  $2,144  $2,258  $2,328  $2,616  $2,853 

21.65" ≤ 55.12" ≤ 140  $955  $1,400  $1,453  $1,488  $1,558  $1,768  $1,925 
55 cm ≤ 62.99" ≤ 160  $1,005  $1,470  $1,540  $1,584  $1,654  $1,873  $2,039 

  ≤ 70.87" ≤ 180  $1,060  $1,540  $1,628  $1,680  $1,750  $1,978  $2,153 

≤ 78.74" ≤ 200  $1,110  $1,610  $1,715  $1,776  $1,846  $2,083  $2,266 

≤ 86.61" ≤ 220  $1,165  $1,680  $1,803  $1,873  $1,943  $2,188  $2,380 

≤ 94.49" ≤ 240  $1,215  $1,750  $1,890  $1,969  $2,039  $2,293  $2,494 

≤ 102.36" ≤ 260  $1,270  $1,820  $1,978  $2,065  $2,135  $2,398  $2,608 

≤ 110.24" ≤ 280  $1,320  $1,890  $2,065  $2,161  $2,231  $2,503  $2,721 

≤ 118.11" ≤ 300  $1,375  $1,960  $2,153  $2,258  $2,328  $2,608  $2,835 

≤ 125.98" ≤ 320  $1,425  $2,030  $2,240  $2,354  $2,424  $2,721  $2,949 

Options Sliders for BuzziPicNic WorkBench 2pcs $86

4pcs $172

Multicolor handling fee (only one color per panel within same fabric collection) $254

Required order information: height panels, total width panel A, total width panel B, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), option
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BuzziDesk FlipFlop
Acoustic free standing desk partition

Height Side Length midpart CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

13.78" 14.76" 31.50" 80 cm  $965  $1,106  $1,162  $1,194  $1,355  $1,440 

35 cm 37.5 cm 39.37" 100 cm  $1,045  $1,202  $1,265  $1,300  $1,481  $1,575 

47.24" 120 cm  $1,134  $1,309  $1,377  $1,416  $1,614  $1,719 

55.12" 140 cm  $1,245  $1,435  $1,510  $1,554  $1,769  $1,883 

62.99" 160 cm  $1,302  $1,509  $1,591  $1,638  $1,871  $1,995 

70.87" 180 cm  $1,364  $1,586  $1,675  $1,726  $1,978  $2,111 

78.74" 200 cm  $1,430  $1,670  $1,764  $1,818  $2,088  $2,231 

19.69" 31.50" 80 cm  $1,077  $1,239  $1,304  $1,339  $1,523  $1,619 

 50 cm 39.37" 100 cm  $1,145  $1,323  $1,393  $1,433  $1,635  $1,741 

47.24" 120 cm  $1,243  $1,437  $1,514  $1,558  $1,778  $1,894 

55.12" 140 cm  $1,273  $1,482  $1,566  $1,614  $1,852  $1,978 

62.99" 160 cm  $1,344  $1,572  $1,661  $1,712  $1,969  $2,105 

70.87" 180 cm  $1,474  $1,717  $1,813  $1,867  $2,142  $2,289 

78.74" 200 cm  $1,537  $1,796  $1,899  $1,957  $2,251  $2,406 

19.69" 14.76" 31.50" 80 cm  $1,059  $1,201  $1,257  $1,288  $1,449  $1,535 

50 cm  37.5 cm 39.37" 100 cm  $1,127  $1,285  $1,348  $1,383  $1,563  $1,657 

47.24" 120 cm  $1,234  $1,409  $1,477  $1,516  $1,713  $1,818 

55.12" 140 cm  $1,339  $1,530  $1,605  $1,649  $1,864  $1,978 

62.99" 160 cm  $1,364  $1,570  $1,652  $1,699  $1,932  $2,056 

70.87" 180 cm  $1,465  $1,687  $1,776  $1,827  $2,079  $2,212 

78.74" 200 cm  $1,532  $1,771  $1,866  $1,920  $2,189  $2,333 

19.69" 31.50" 80 cm  $1,171  $1,334  $1,398  $1,433  $1,617  $1,713 

 50 cm 39.37" 100 cm  $1,243  $1,421  $1,491  $1,531  $1,733  $1,839 

47.24" 120 cm  $1,346  $1,540  $1,617  $1,661  $1,881  $1,997 

55.12" 140 cm  $1,376  $1,586  $1,670  $1,717  $1,955  $2,081 

62.99" 160 cm  $1,381  $1,608  $1,698  $1,748  $2,006  $2,142 

70.87" 180 cm  $1,579  $2,058  $2,154  $2,209  $2,483  $2,630 

78.74" 200 cm  $1,686  $2,198  $2,301  $2,359  $2,653  $2,809 

Options Sliders for BuzziPicNic WorkBench (2pcs) $86

Fix Wall in black (RAL 9005), white (RAL 9010) or alu color (RAL 9006) 2pcs $331

3pcs $488

Required order information: size (H, S, L), fabric (CAT > Collection > color), option
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A

B

C

Left

Right

BuzziDesk Split
Acoustic desk-mounted divider 
Straight or round corners

A B C FELT

S 17.72" 17.72" 45 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $812 

17.72" 45 cm  $833 

25.59" 65 cm  $868 

25.59" 65 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $839 

17.72" 45 cm  $865 

25.59" 65 cm  $907 

M 25.59" 17.72" 45 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $854 

17.72" 45 cm  $889 

25.59" 65 cm  $917 

25.59" 65 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $886 

17.72" 45 cm  $928 

25.59" 65 cm  $961 

L 33.46" 17.72" 45 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $889 

17.72" 45 cm  $917 

25.59" 65 cm  $945 

25.59" 65 cm 9.84" 25 cm  $928 

17.72" 45 cm  $961 

25.59" 65 cm  $994 

Worktop Fix L 0.47" > 1.10" incl.
integrated in Desk Split L-plus 1.10" > 1.69" incl.

XL 1.77" > 2.28" incl.

Options Bicolor $254
different fabric color left / right

Required order information: size (A,B,C), BuzziFelt color , straight or round corners, size fix
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BuzziDish
A playful high-performance acoustic solution with rotating capabilities
Ø 22.83” x 5.9” | Wall or ceiling connection in black (RAL 9005)

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E

 

Dish $ 995  $1,092  $1,121  $1,138  $1,221 

Bicolor $254

Required order information: fabric (CAT > Collection > color)

BuzziDome
Pendant light with upholstered acoustic body
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2500 Lumen | cULus Listed
White metal ceiling canopy and transparant power cable 
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E

 

Dome Ø 31.50 x 9.84"  $3.999  $4.099  $4.148  $4.176  $4.315 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 1 cable of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

1 cable of 157.48" (black or alu color) + $155   

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option, option
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 Rib  Leaf  Drop  Donut M

Donut S

Donut Stack M

Donut Stack L

BuzziDonut
Acoustic ceiling panel with central cutout
Wall mounted or ceiling suspended |excl. fixing system | If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation
Note: for Donut suspended combine maximum 4 levels: 1 Donut + max. 3 Donut Stacks | Only 1 fixing system needed

Size Pattern CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E 

Donut S Ø 31.50" Flat  $1,249  $1,449  $1,529  $1,574  $1,800 

3D  $1,388  $1,588  $1,668  $1,713  $1,939 

M Ø 39.37" Flat  $1,350  $1,584  $1,677  $1,728  $1,994 

3D  $1,559  $1,793  $1,886  $1,937  $2,203 

L Ø 47.24" Flat  $1,487  $1,754  $1,860  $1,920  $2,223 

3D  $1,794  $2,060  $2,167  $2,226  $2,529 

Donut Stack S Ø 31.50" Flat  $1,464  $1,684  $1,711  $1,752  $1,896 

3D  $1,588  $1,826  $1,853  $1,894  $2,038 

M Ø 39.37" Flat  $1,561  $1,795  $1,858  $1,903  $2,066 

3D  $1,750  $2,014  $2,076  $2,122  $2,284 

L Ø 47.24" Flat  $1,694  $1,949  $2,019  $2,073  $2,254 

3D  $1,968  $2,264  $2,334  $2,389  $2,569 

Options Upholstered back  $374  $430  $452  $467  $534 

Mounting Wall Mounted Fixing System Wall + $177
incl. 2 metal brackets, excl. screws for wall

Ceiling suspended Fixing System Screw (black or alu) 4 cables of  78.74" + $177 
BuzziCableSet M6, incl. fixation M6 female thread + fastener, excl. screws for ceiling 4 cables of 196.85" + $370 

Fixing System Magnet (cables in black or alu) 4 cables of  78.74" + $262 
BuzziCableSet, incl. magnet + fastener / not recommended with Donut Stack 4 cables of 196.85" + $453 

Required order information: model, size, pattern, fabric (CAT > Collection > color), mounting option, option
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M6 M6

Ceiling 
Suspended

M6 M6

Wall
Mounted

Ceiling
Mounted

Fixing system 
ceiling suspended

+ Add-on Rail

Fixing system 
ceiling mounted
+ Add-on Rail

BuzziFalls
Suspended room divider in various patterns
2 layers of BuzziFelt & metal profile: black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010) | Width always 31.50"
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation
Patterns see p. 36

Height

39.37“ 59.06“ 86.61“ 98.43“
100 cm 150 cm 220 cm 250 cm 

Alhambra - -  $1,223  $1,257 

Birch - -  $815  $851 

Dots - -  $849  $884 

Grid - -  $849  $884 

Leaves - -  $896  $932 

Orient - -  $1,001  $1,035 

Palms - -  $849  $884 

Parrots - -  $849  $884 

Pebbles - -  $995  $1,031 

Plain - -  $613  $648 

Rain - -  $903  $939 

Royal - -  $1,021  $1,055 

Tropics - -  $849  $884 

Skyline  $1,605  $1,785  $2,508  $2,614 
set of 3 Falls  

Mounting Ceiling or wall mounted + $87 
per Fall

Ceiling suspended + 2 cables of  78.74“ + $115 
Cables in black with black profile or alu with 
white profile + 2 cables of  196.85“ + $209 

Add-on Rail 1 rail + 1 set of gliders (for 1 Falls) + $359 
320 cm | black or white
Always in combination with fixing system 
ceiling  mounted or suspended for each Falls

1 rail + 2 sets of gliders (for 2 Falls) + $449 

1 rail + 3 sets of gliders (for 3 Falls) + $533 

1 rail for extension (no gliders)  + $287 

Options Bicolor + $262/Falls

How to order: 
1. Choose Height
2. Choose number of falls you need, to cover the desiered width (width BuzziFalls always 80 cm) 
3. Choose the pattern
4. Choose the BuzziFelt color
5. Choose the color of your metal profile: black or white 
6. Choose the fixing system "Ceiling or wall mounted" or "Ceiling suspended" 

Optional: 
7. Add Rails 
8. Choose Bicolor
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New York

Skylines

BuzziFalls Patterns

Chicago

London

San Francisco

ParisAtlanta

Royal

Birch Leaves Orient

RainPebbles Plain

Tropics

Parrots

Dots

Palms

GridAlhambra
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Trio

Single

+1

+1

RoyalParrots TropicsPalms

Dots GridBirch Leaves Orient

RainPebbles Plain

Alhambra

BuzziFalls Standing
Folding screen in various patterns
Coated alu frame in black (RAL 9005) | Falls in BuzziFelt | adjustable feet and hinges always included
One Fall + Frame: 33,07" x 80,31"
Extend your BuzziFalls Standing Trio by adding a BuzziFalls Standing +1 | Max, 5 panels

Pattern Single Trio +1
2 baseplates incl.

Alhambra  $1,836  $4,898  $1,661 

Birch  $1,311  $3,411  $1,136 

Dots  $1,374  $3,572  $1,199 

Grid  $1,374  $3,572  $1,199 

Leaves  $1,398  $3,586  $1,223 

Orient  $1,573  $4,111  $1,398 

Palms  $1,374  $3,572  $1,199 

Parrots  $1,374  $3,572  $1,199 

Pebbles  $1,573  $4,111  $1,398 

Plain  $1,136  $2,973  $961 

Rain  $1,486  $3,673  $1,311 

Royal  $1,661  $4,198  $1,486 

Tropics  $1,374  $3,572  $1,199 

Option Bicolor + $254/Falls 

Base + $121 

Required order information: model, pattern, BuzziFelt color, option
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Float Float Cross Float CrossPlus

BuzziFloat 
Minimalistic chair with natural wooden shell
3D veneer shell in Ash White Wash or Ash Black Stained
22.83" x 20.08" x 31.10" (W x D x H) | Seating height 18.50"

Base NO UPH CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

Float Ash White Wash  $1,223  $1,678  $1,748  $1,783  $1,801  $1,871  $1,906  $2,028 

Ash Black Stained  $1,223  $1,678  $1,748  $1,783  $1,801  $1,871  $1,906  $2,028 

Float Cross Black Satin Metal  $1,328  $1,783  $1,853  $1,888  $1,906  $1,976  $2,011  $2,133 

Alu Satin Metal  $1,328  $1,783  $1,853  $1,888  $1,906  $1,976  $2,011  $2,133 

Float CrossPlus Black Satin Metal  $1,398  $1,853  $1,923  $1,958  $1,976  $2,046  $2,081  $2,203 

Alu Satin Metal  $1,398  $1,853  $1,923  $1,958  $1,976  $2,046  $2,081  $2,203 

Options CAL 133 certified BuzziBounce - only available in Trevira with fire barrier No Upcharge

Required order information: Model base, color base, finish shell, fabric cushion (CAT > collection > color) or not upholstered
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BuzziFree
Acoustic room divider on metal baseplate 
Incl. baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or alu color (RAL 9006) | Max. 71 x 63"

+ extra layer

Height Width FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

S ≤ 47.25" ≤ 31.50"  80 cm  $793  $1,012  $1,157  $1,216  $1,248  $1,412  $1,500 

≤ 39.50"  100 cm  $940  $1,210  $1,388  $1,458  $1,498  $1,699  $1,806 

≤ 47.25"  120 cm  $1,084  $1,411  $1,621  $1,705  $1,752  $1,990  $2,116 

≤ 55.25"  140 cm  $1,225  $1,607  $1,850  $1,946  $2,000  $2,275  $2,422 

≤ 63.00"  160 cm  $1,374  $1,808  $2,083  $2,193  $2,254  $2,566  $2,732 

≤ 71.00"  180 cm  $1,519  $2,009  $2,317  $2,440  $2,508  $2,856  $3,042 

≤ 78.75"  200 cm  $1,661  $2,205  $2,545  $2,681  $2,756  $3,141  $3,346 

M ≤ 55.00" ≤ 31.50"  80 cm  $891  $1,145  $1,290  $1,349  $1,381  $1,545  $1,633 

≤ 39.50"  100 cm  $1,061  $1,378  $1,556  $1,626  $1,666  $1,867  $1,974 

≤ 47.25"  120 cm  $1,225  $1,607  $1,817  $1,901  $1,948  $2,186  $2,312 

≤ 55.25"  140 cm  $1,397  $1,841  -  -  -  $2,510  - 

≤ 63.00"  160 cm  $1,567  $2,074  -  -  -  $2,832  - 

≤ 71.00"  180 cm  $1,733  $2,305  -  -  -  $3,152  - 

≤ 78.75"  200 cm  $1,903  $2,538  -  -  -  $3,474  - 

L ≤ 63.00" ≤ 31.50"  80 cm  $984  $1,274  $1,549  $1,659  $1,720  $2,032  $2,198 

≤ 39.50"  100 cm  $1,178  $1,540  $1,815  $1,925  $1,986  $2,298  $2,464 

≤ 47.25"  120 cm  $1,374  $1,808  $2,083  $2,193  $2,254  $2,566  $2,732 

≤ 55.25"  140 cm  $1,567  $2,074  -  -  -  $2,832  - 

≤ 63.00"  160 cm  $1,761  -  -  -  -  -  - 

≤ 71.00"  180 cm  $1,952  -  -  -  -  -  - 

XL ≤ 71.00" ≤ 31.50"  80 cm  $1,084  $1,411  $1,719  $1,841  $1,909  $2,258  $2,443 

≤ 39.50"  100 cm  $1,299  $1,708  $2,016  $2,139  $2,207  $2,555  $2,741 

≤ 47.25"  120 cm  $1,519  $2,009  $2,142  $2,265  $2,333  $2,681  $2,867 

≤ 55.25"  140 cm  $1,733  $2,305  -  -  -  $3,152  - 

≤ 63.00"  160 cm  $1,952  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT)  + $254/Free

Required order information: size (H x W), fabric (CAT > Collection > color) color baseplate
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PichuMachu

S

SM

M
L

L

BuzziFrio
Set of acoustic panels on metal baseplate 
Uni-Material: All panels (S, M & L) in one material, panels can be ordered in different colors, only one color per panel
Multi-Material: Panels (S, M & L) in varying materials (Felt, Fabric, Rough & Terra), only one material & color per panel 
Incl. baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or alu color (RAL 9006) 
Panel S: S: 47.25 x 47.25" | panel M: 47.25 x 59.06" | panel L: 47.25 x 70.87" (W x H) 
The panels do not have a specific order: choose what panel you place in the front, middle or back

+ extra layer

FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Uni-Material  $3,483  $4,533  $5,213  $5,371  $5,560  $6,335  $6,801 

Multi-Material Choose panel S, M, L & add multimaterial handeling fee

S  $1,071  $1,220  $1,300  $1,332  $1,379  $1,618  $1,744 

M  $1,171  $1,566  $1,729  $1,771  $1,829  $2,122  $2,278 

L  $1,241  $1,747  $2,184  $2,268  $2,352  $2,595  $2,779 

Multi-Material handeling fee +  $275 

Required order information: model, multicolor or multifabric, fabric per panel (CAT > collection > color), color baseplate
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< front sideback side >

BuzziFrontDesk
Frontpanel for worktop
Straight or round corners
Fix included in black (RAL 9005) alu color (RAL 9006) or white (RAL 9010) 

+ extra layer

Height above desk Width FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F
Total height  

 9.84" 25 cm XS 39.37"  $945  $1,129  $1,291  $1,355  $1,392  $1,575  $1,672 
35.43" S 47.24"  $1,019  $1,202  $1,364  $1,429  $1,465  $1,648  $1,745 

M 55.12"  $1,092  $1,276  $1,438  $1,502  $1,539  $1,722  $1,819 

L 62.99"  $1,166  $1,351  $1,514  $1,579  $1,615  $1,799  $1,895 

XL 70.87"  $1,243  $1,425  $1,640  $1,729  $1,778  $2,018  $2,144 

13.78" 35 cm XS 39.37"  $1,001  $1,185  $1,360  $1,424  $1,460  $1,643  $1,740 
39.37" S 47.24"  $1,075  $1,258  $1,453  $1,518  $1,554  $1,738  $1,835 

M 55.12"  $1,148  $1,332  $1,526  $1,604  $1,647  $1,867  $1,984 

L 62.99"  $1,222  $1,407  $1,617  $1,682  $1,719  $1,902  $1,999 

XL 70.87"  $1,297  $1,481  $1,706  $1,796  $1,845  $2,084  $2,210 

17.72 45 cm XS 39.37"  $1,057  $1,239  $1,425  $1,488  $1,525  $1,708  $1,805 
43.31" S 47.24"  $1,131  $1,314  $1,510  $1,576  $1,612  $1,795  $1,892 

M 55.12"  $1,204  $1,388  $1,596  $1,673  $1,717  $1,937  $2,053 

L 62.99"  $1,278  $1,463  $1,682  $1,747  $1,783  $1,967  $2,063 

XL 70.87"  $1,353  $1,537  $1,768  $1,857  $1,906  $2,146  $2,272 

Mounting Desk Mounted Fix L  worktop thickness 0.47" > 1.10"  incl.

Fix L-plus  worktop thickness 1.10" > 1.69" incl.

Fix XL  worktop thickness 1.10" > 2.28" incl.

Fix XXL  worktop thickness 3.07" > 3.86" (apply for BuzziPicNic Desk) incl.

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) - different color front / back + $254/FrontDesk

Required order information: size (H x W), fabric (CAT > collection > color), size fix, straight and round corner, color fix, option

BuzziGrid
Acoustic ceiling element
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

FELT

1 size 72.05 x 118.11 x 8.07"  $3,626 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 4 cables of 78.74" incl.
cables in alu color 4 cables of 196.85"  + $188 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT)  + $254/Grid 
every panel, one side in a different color (randomly) 

Required order information: BuzziFelt color, mounting option, option
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BuzziGrip
Acoustic panel with suction cups 
Min. size 15.75 x 15.75" | max. size 47.25 x 78.75"

Width Height FELT

S = 15.75" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $283 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $324 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $368 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $408 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $447 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $492 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $530 

M ≤ 23.75" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $357 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $408 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $458 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $511 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $572 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $626 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $677 

L ≤ 31.50" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $447 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $521 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $572 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $634 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $707 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $770 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $829 

XL ≤ 39.50" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $521 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $608 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $677 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $750 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $829 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $905 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $977 

XXL ≤ 47.25" ≤ 31.50"   80 cm  $572 

≤ 39.50"   100 cm  $677 

≤ 47.25"   120 cm  $770 

≤ 55.25"   140 cm  $853 

≤ 63.00"   160 cm  $945 

≤ 71.00"   180 cm  $1,040 

≤ 78.75"   200 cm  $1,124 

Required order information: size (W x H), BuzziFelt color
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Small Medium Large Extra Large

BuzziHat
Sound absorbing lighting
Powder coated metal shade and ring in black, white, beige red or gold | White metal ceiling canopy and transparant power cable
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2000 Lumen | cULus Listed
Ø 20.47"

Diameter Shade Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Small Ø 20.47" 11.02"  $2,966  $2,989  $3,000  $3,006  $3,038  $3,054 

Medium Ø 20.47" 16.54"  $3,060  $3,093  $3,109  $3,118  $3,164  $3,188 

Large Ø 20.47" 20.47"  $3,235  $3,274  $3,293  $3,304  $3,359  $3,388 

Extra Large Ø 20.47" 24.41"  $3,410  $3,462  $3,488  $3,502  $3,576  $3,615 

Mounting Ceiling suspended  1 cable of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

 1 cable of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $155   

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), color metal shade, color decorative ring, mounting option
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General dimension:     Side panels:  40cm (front),  87cm (back);  Width:  72cm ;  back panel height:  106cm
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without tablet tablet in metal tablet in wood

BuzziHive
Upholstered meeting cocoon with seats

W x D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Hive 91.34" x 56.30" x 82.28"  $24,089  $27,708  $29,125  $29,705  $32,380  $33,534 

Options Cushion  $442  $509  $539  $557  $640  $676 

Bicolor (in same CAT) + $1,170 /Hive 

Light (LED) + $673  
needs to be ordered together with BuzziHive

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color), option

BuzziHood
Sound absorbing telephone booth

W x D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Flat 35.24" x 29.53" x 42.13"  $2,753  $3,187  $3,578  $3,675  $4,164  $4,427 

3D Rib inside 35.24" x 29.53" x 42.13"  $2,843  $3,277  $3,668  $3,766  $4,254  $4,518 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $552/Hood

Inclined tablet in powdercoated metal 18.11" x 5.51" + $627 
Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010) 

Horizontal tablet in wood 25.59" x 6.69" + $627 

Required order information: pattern. fabric (CAT > collection > color). option 
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S M L

XL XXL

Hub Hub Side RightHub Side Left Single Cushion Armrest

BuzziHub
Upholstered cocoon with seat

W x D x H 3D inside CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Hub 79.13" x 46.06" x 74.01" Rib  $13,025 - - -  $16,700 -

Diamond  $13,312 - - -  $16,987 -

Side 79.13" x 66.93" x 74.01" Rib  $14,754 - - -  $18,912 -

Diamond  $15,327 - - -  $19,486 -

Single 46.85"  x 46.06" x 79.13" Rib  $9,228 - - -  $12,581 -

Diamond  $9,514 - - -  $12,868 -

 CAT A  CAT B  CAT C  CAT D  CAT E   CAT F 

Options BuzziHub Cushion  + $274  + $370  + $408  + $430  + $538  + $595 

BuzziHub Armrest  + $444  + $492  + $512  + $523  + $577  + $606 

Bicolor (in same CAT) Hub  + $1,057 

Hub Side  + $1,109 

Hub Single  + $1,006 

Light (LED)  + $634 

Required order information: model, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color), option

BuzziHub Table
Metal table in various sizes
Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010) | acoustic layer possible

Size (W x D x H) 

S 15.75" x 18.50" x 26.38"  $1,017 

no acoustic layer possible

M 33.66" x 16.14" x 26.38"  $1,536 

acoustic layer of foam & felt under worktop  $107 

L 54.53" x 17.72" x 21.65"  $2,612 

acoustic layer of foam & felt under worktop  $159 

XL 74.41" x 31.50" x 29.53"  $6,996 

acoustic layer of foam & felt under worktop  $211 

XXL 74.41" x 31.49" x 43.31"  $7,202 

acoustic layer of foam & felt under worktop  $211 

Required order information: size, color, acoustic layer 
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S M

Ceiling 
suspended 

straight

Ceiling 
suspended

split

BuzziJet
Powerful acoustic circle of light
Metal frame in white (RAL 9010) | White metal ceiling canopy and transparant power cable. 
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2500 Lumen | cULus Listed 

Diameter Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E 

 

S Ø 31.50" 8.86"  $3,323  $3,418  $3,465  $3,491  $3,624 

M Ø 31.50" 17.72"  $3,673  $3,839  $3,922  $3,968  $4,202 

Mounting Ceiling suspended straight 3 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

3 cables of 157.48" (black or alu color) +  $315  

Ceiling suspended split 3 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

3 cables of 157.48" (black or alu color) +  $315  

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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Tower Low Tower High

Square Rectangular

BuzziJungle 
Vertical conversation tower

W x D x H

Tower Low 127.17 x 127.17 x 98,43" 6 beds, 1 benches & 3 tables  $58,934 

Tower High 127.17 x 127.17 x 153.54" 9 beds, 2 benches & 2 tables  $74,227 

CAT A

Option Cushion 47.24 x 23.62 x 1.57"  + $521

Required order information: model, option

BuzziKey Soft
High performant sound absorbing wall panel with different depths
Back in MDF with Fixing System for horizontal or vertical mounting

W x H x D CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Square SQ-4 23.43" x 23.43" x 1.57"  $327  $389  $415  $427  $500  $536 

SQ-8 23.43" x 23.43" x 3.15"  $375  $444  $473  $487  $567  $608 

SQ-12 23.43" x 23.43" x 4.72"  $420  $495  $526  $543  $629  $675 

Rectangular R-4 46.85" x 23.43" x 1.57"  $460  $572  $617  $642  $769  $838 

R-8 46.85" x 23.43" x 3.15"  $536  $654  $703  $728  $863  $935 

R-12 46.85" x 23.43" x 4.72"  $658  $779  $827  $855  $992  $1.064 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)
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Flat DropRib Leaf

Fixing System Screw Fixing System MagnetFixing System Wall

Virgule

BuzziLand
Acoustic ceiling or wall panel 
Wall mounted or ceiling suspended | Excl. fixing system
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

Size Pattern CATA CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E 

Oval S 31.50 x 47.24" Flat  $732  $815  $849  $867  $961 

3D Rib  $857  $939  $973  $992  $1,086 

M 31.50 x 62.99" Flat  $898  $1,048  $1,108  $1,141  $1,310 

3D Rib  $1,107  $1,257  $1,317  $1,350  $1,519 

L 39.37 x 70.87" Flat  $1,071  $1,238  $1,305  $1,341  $1,531 

3D Rib  $1,300  $1,468  $1,534  $1,570  $1,759 

XL 47.24 x 78.74" Flat  $1,247  $1,439  $1,516  $1,559  $1,776 

3D Rib  $1,507  $1,698  $1,776  $1,819  $2,035 

Round S Ø 31.50" Flat  $655  $737  $771  $790  $884 

3D Rib  $792  $874  $908  $927  $1,021 

3D Drop | Leaf  $970  $1,053  $1,087  $1,105  $1,199 

M Ø 39.37" Flat  $999  $1,148  $1,188  $1,209  $1,324 

3D Rib  $1,185  $1,334  $1,374  $1,396  $1,509 

3D Drop | Leaf  $1,363  $1,569  $1,608  $1,629  $1,743 

L Ø 47.24" Flat  $1,350  $1,552  $1,599  $1,624  $1,756 

3D Rib  $1,641  $1,886  $1,932  $1,958  $2,089 

3D Drop | Leaf  $1,819  $2,089  $2,136  $2,161  $2,293 

Virgule 70.87 x 41.34"  $1,586  $1,824  $1,898  $1,939  $2,147 

Mounting Wall mounted Fixing System Wood + $ 177 
2 x 2 strips of wood, incl. holes, excl. screws 
for wall

Ceiling Suspended Fixing System Screw + 4 cables of 78.74" (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Virgule + $ 177 
incl. fixation M6 female thread + fastener, excl. 
screws for ceiling + 4 cables of 196.85" (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Virgule + $ 370

Fixing System Magnet + 4 cables of 78.74" (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Virgule + $ 262
incl. magnet + fastener + 4 cables of 196.85" (black or alu) / + 3 cables for Virgule + $ 453 

Required order information: model, size, pattern, fabric collection, fabric color, fixing system
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65cm
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65cm

[25,6"]
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[Ø 10,2"]

16,5cm
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BuzziLight
Acoustic decorative lighting fixture with 2 layers of BuzziFelt
2 layers of BuzziFelt | Metal frame always in umbra grey (RAL 7022) 

Excl. electrical components | not cULus Listed | Flat packed
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

Diameter Height Color Combination Lace FELT

L Ø 25.59" 25.59" Ecobrown | Lime Orange  $727 

Ecobrown | OffWhite Pink  $727 

Ecobrown | Pink OffWhite  $727 

OffWhite | OffWhite Black  $727 

Mounting ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" incl.

Required order information: size, BuzziFelt color combination

Untill end of stock

BuzziLight Mono
Acoustic decorative lighting fixture with 1 layer of BuzziFelt 
One layer of BuzziFelt | Metal frame always in black (RAL 9005) | Metal ceiling canopy incl. 
Excl. lightbulb | E27, max 60W  | cULus Listed E475254 
Stitch possible in black or white
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

Diameter Height Lace FELT

L Ø 25.59" 24.80" Black  $1,185 

White  $1,185 

Mounting ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

2 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $288 

Required order information: size, BuzziFelt color, color lace, stitch, mounting option
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Alhambra Royal

BuzziLight Alhambra / Royal
Acoustic decorative lighting fixture in specific pattern
One layer of BuzziFelt | Metal frame always in black (RAL 9005) | Metal ceiling canopy incl. 
Stitch possible in black or white | Excl. lightbulb | E27, max 60W | UL Listed
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

Diameter Height Lace FELT

XL Low Ø 16.14" 24.80" Black  $1,365 

White  $1,365 

XL High Ø 16.14" 36.61" Black  $1,636 

White  $1,636 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl. 

2 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  + $288

Required order information: size, BuzziFelt color, color lace, stitch, mounting option, option
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Flat 3D

BuzziLoose
Acoustic ceiling baffle

+ extra layer

W x H FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

XS 31.50" x 23.62" Flat  $821  $865  $995  $1,031  $1,050  $1,086  $1,134 

3D  -  $1,141  $1,312  $1,348  $1,367  $1,397  $1,433 

S 47.24" x 31.50" Flat  $977  $1,060  $1,221  $1,283  $1,319  $1,502  $1,598 

3D  -  $1,826  $2,098  $2,161  $2,197  $2,379  $2,475 

M 62.99" x 31.50" Flat  $1,160  $1,331  $1,543  $1,629  $1,677  $1,918  $2,046 

3D  -  $2,313  $2,658  $2,744  $2,790  $3,032  $3,160 

L 70.87" x 39.37" Flat  $1,309  $1,507  $1,732  $1,927  $1,994  $2,334  $2,514 

3D  -  $2,718  $3,124  $3,319  $3,386  $3,724  $3,905 

XL 78.74" x 47.24" Flat  $1,557  $1,765  $2,028  $2,326  $2,415  $2,868  $3,108 

3D  -  $3,011  $3,461  $3,758  $3,848  $4,301  $4,540 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl. 

2 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $98 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT)  + $262/Loose 

Required order information: size, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option, option
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BuzziMe BuzziMe Low Ottoman

 Tablet left   Tablet right
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93cm
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BuzziMe
Upholstered lounge chair

W x D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

BuzziMe 28.15" x 36.81" x 53.15"  $5,772  $6,647  $6,921  $7,075  $7,854  $8,267 

BuzziMe Low 28.15" x 36.81" x 37.40"  $5.248  $5.672  $5.882  $5.999  $6.595  $6.910 

BuzziMe Ottoman 26.38" x 28.15" x 17.91"  $2,116  $2,433  $2,529  $2,588  $2,879  $3,026 

Options BuzziMe & BuzziMe Low Bicolor (in same CAT) + $618/Me 

BuzziMe Ottoman Bicolor (in same CAT) + $599/Ottoman

Tablet in umbra grey (RAL 7022) left or right + $650 

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color), options
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 Stool                 Bench                    Stool       Counter      Bar             
                                                    All Wood

 Tile                 Tile Large                    

* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziMilk
Playful stool in solid wood 

Size Frame CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F Leather All Wood

Stool Ø15.35" x 18.70" Oak  $665  $732  $743  $750  $783  $800  $957  $1,058 

Walnut  $793  $860  $870  $878  $911  $928  $1,082  $1,266 

Ash Natural  $567  $632  $644  $651  $683  $701  $863  $955 

Ash Black Stained  $644  $711  $721  $728  $761  $779  $930  $1,000 

Ash White Wash  $644  $711  $721  $728  $761  $779  $930  $1,000 

Ash Lacquered*  $660  $728  $737  $745  $777  $795 -  $1,172 

Bench 15.35" x 46.85" x 18.90" Oak  $1,280  $1,461  $1,485  $1,500  $1,570  $1,608 - -

Walnut  $1,428  $1,610  $1,635  $1,649  $1,720  $1,757 - -

Ash Natural  $1,139  $1,312  $1,338  $1,352  $1,422  $1,461 - -

Ash Black Stained  $1,237  $1,410  $1,435  $1,449  $1,519  $1,557 - -

Ash White Wash  $1,237  $1,410  $1,435  $1,449  $1,519  $1,557 - -

Ash Lacquered*  $1,276  $1,449  $1,475  $1,489  $1,559  $1,598 - -

Counter Ø15.35" x 26.77" Oak  $891  $1,014  $1,024  $1,031  $1,064  $1,082  $1,187 -

Walnut  $1,006  $1,129  $1,139  $1,146  $1,179  $1,197  $1,296 -

Ash Natural  $824  $947  $957  $964  $997  $1,015  $1,122 -

Ash Black Stained  $869  $992  $1,002  $1,009  $1,042  $1,060  $1,156 -

Ash White Wash  $869  $992  $1,002  $1,009  $1,042  $1,060  $1,156 -

Ash Lacquered*  $964  $1,087  $1,098  $1,105  $1,127  $1,144 - -

Bar Ø15.35" x 30.71" Oak  $983  $1,115  $1,127  $1,134  $1,166  $1,185  $1,276 -

Walnut  $1,109  $1,242  $1,252  $1,260  $1,293  $1,310  $1,399 -

Ash Natural  $908  $1,042  $1,053  $1,060  $1,093  $1,110  $1,204 -

Ash Black Stained  $954  $1,093  $1,103  $1,110  $1,143  $1,161  $1,240 -

Ash White Wash  $954  $1,093  $1,103  $1,110  $1,143  $1,161  $1,240 -

Ash Lacquered*  $1,048  $1,180  $1,192  $1,199  $1,231  $1,249 - -

Tile Ø15.35" x 2.95" Oak  $327  $375  $401  $415  $485  $523 - -

15.35" x 46.85" x 2.95" Oak  $567  $663  $689  $703  $774  $812 - -

Required order information: model, wood finish (except for Tile), fabric (CAT > collection > color)  
straight or diagonal orientation fabric (only for Milk Bench in CAT C - Tartan) 
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          Side Table        Side Table Large                  Table

M L

BuzziMilk Table
Playful (side-)table in solid wood 

Wood finish

Side Table Ø 15.35" x 15.35" Oak  $525 

Walnut  $653 

Ash Natural  $427 

Ash Black Stained  $504 

Ash White Wash  $504 

Side Table Large 15.35" x 46.85" x 15.35" Oak  $1,125 

Walnut  $1,275 

Ash Natural  $988 

Ash Black Stained  $1,082 

Ash White Wash  $1,082 

Table Ø 39.37" x 29.03" Oak  $6,125 

Walnut  $6,892 

Ash Natural  $4,384 

Ash Black Stained  $4,959 

Ash White Wash  $4,959 

Required order information: model, wood finish

BuzziMirage
Mirror with trompe l’oeil effect

L x D x H Finish

M 16.93" x 10.63" x 27.56" Powdercoated aluminum  $1,190 
Signal Grey (RAL 7004), Beige Red (RAL 3012), Black Green (RAL 6012) or Black (RAL 9005)

L 47.24" x 0.94" x 88.58" Wood veneer  $4,495 
Ash Black Stained or Ash White Wash

Required order information: model, finish
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Round Square D Square Leaf Rectangular D Rectangular Leaf

ZagZig ZagZig

ZagZig

BuzziMood
Acoustic panel in moss or fabric

Metal frame in black (RAL 9005) or fluo yellow (RAL 1016)

Size CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F MOSS

Round Ø 23.62"  $580  $616  $635  $646  $700  $739  $790 

Square D 23.62" x 23.62"  $630  $668  $688  $698  $752  $792  $840 

Square Leaf 23.62" x 23.62"  $630  $668  $688  $698  $752  $792  $840 

Rectangular D 23.62" x 47.24" cm  $920  $993  $1,030  $1,050  $1,154  $1,229  $1,390 

Rectangular Leaf 23.62" x 47.24" cm  $920  $993  $1,030  $1,050  $1,154  $1,229  $1,390 

Zig 11.81" x 44.88" cm  $745  $812  $846  $865  $960  $1.030  $955 

Zag 11.81" x 44.88" cm  $745  $812  $846  $865  $960  $1.030  $955 

Required order information: model, color frame, panel (moss or fabric), color panel: color moss / fabric (CAT > collections > color)
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Flat

Flat

Round

Oval

DropRib

Rib

Leaf

Leaf

BuzziMoon
Functional ceiling lighting in a sound absorbing disk
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2500 Lumen | cULus Listed
White metal ceiling canopy and transparant power cable
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

Size CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E

 

Round S Ø 31.50" Flat  $3,089  $3,602  $3,650  $3,676  $3,811 

3D Rib / 3D Drop / 3D Leaf  $3,186  $3,732  $3,779  $3,806  $3,941 

M Ø 39.37" Flat  $3,167  $3,757  $3,813  $3,844  $4,001 

3D Rib / 3D Drop / 3D Leaf  $3,346  $3,951  $4,007  $4,038  $4,194 

L Ø 47.24" Flat  $3,287  $3,933  $3,995  $4,030  $4,208 

3D Rib / 3D Drop / 3D Leaf  $3,526  $4,191  $4,254  $4,289  $4,467 

Oval S 31.50" x 47.24" Flat  $3,167  $3,757  $3,813  $3,844  $4,001 

3D Rib / 3D Leaf  $3,346  $3,951  $4,007  $4,038  $4,194 

M 39.37" x 56.69" Flat  $3,287  $3,933  $3,995  $4,030  $4,208 

3D Rib / 3D Leaf  $3,526  $4,191  $4,254  $4,289  $4,467 

Mounting Ceiling Suspended cables of 157.48" (alu) incl. 

Required order information: model, ssize, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color)
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

ST101 ST102 ST103 ST101 Footstool ST101 Ottoman

BuzziNordic ST100
Nordic inspired lounge chair

Frame CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

ST101 Walnut  $2,324  $2,644  $3,068  $3,331  $3,886  $3,987  $4,218 
30.71 x 28.14 x 31.89" Oak  $2,232  $2,552  $2,976  $3,239  $3,794  $3,895  $4,126 

Ash Natural  $1,888  $2,208  $2,632  $2,895  $3,450  $3,551  $3,782 

Ash Black Stained  $2,138  $2,458  $2,882  $3,145  $3,700  $3,801  $4,032 

Ash White Wash  $2,138  $2,458  $2,882  $3,145  $3,700  $3,801  $4,032 

Ash Lacquered*  $2,235  $2,555  $2,979  $3,242  $3,797  $3,898  $4,129 

ST102 Walnut  $3,505  $3,945  $4,993  $5,519  $6,627  $6,832  $7,473 
50.59 x 28.14 x 31.89" Oak  $3,299  $3,739  $4,787  $5,313  $6,421  $6,626  $7,267 

Ash Natural  $2,901  $3,341  $4,389  $4,915  $6,023  $6,228  $6,869 

Ash Black Stained  $3,069  $3,509  $4,557  $5,083  $6,191  $6,396  $7,037 

Ash White Wash  $3,069  $3,509  $4,557  $5,083  $6,191  $6,396  $7,037 

ST103 Walnut  $4,768  $5,533  $6,433  $7,116  $8,554  $8,837  $11,112 

72.83 x 28.14 x 31.89" Oak  $4,470  $5,235  $6,135  $6,818  $8,256  $8,539  $10,814 

Ash Natural  $3,939  $4,704  $5,604  $6,287  $7,725  $8,008  $10,283 

Ash Black Stained  $4,220  $4,985  $5,885  $6,568  $8,006  $8,289  $10,564 

Ash White Wash  $4,220  $4,985  $5,885  $6,568  $8,006  $8,289  $10,564 

ST101 Footstool Walnut  $1,487  $1,548  $1,571  $1,586  $1,655  $1,691  $1,936 
25.59 x 16.14 x 16.54" Oak  $1,307  $1,368  $1,391  $1,406  $1,475  $1,511  $1,756 

Ash Natural  $1,206  $1,267  $1,290  $1,305  $1,374  $1,410  $1,655 

Ash Black Stained  $1,259  $1,320  $1,343  $1,358  $1,427  $1,463  $1,708 

Ash White Wash  $1,259  $1,320  $1,343  $1,358  $1,427  $1,463  $1,708 

ST101 Ottoman Walnut  $1,614  $1,694  $1,726  $1,744  $1,834  $1,883  $2,192 
25.59 x 25.59 x 16.54" Oak  $1,434  $1,514  $1,546  $1,564  $1,654  $1,703  $2,012 

Ash Natural  $1,326  $1,406  $1,438  $1,456  $1,546  $1,595  $1,904 

Ash Black Stained  $1,379  $1,459  $1,491  $1,509  $1,599  $1,648  $1,957 

Ash White Wash  $1,379  $1,459  $1,491  $1,509  $1,599  $1,648  $1,957 

Required order information: model, fabric category & collection, color fabric, frame, orientation fabric
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ST111 ST111 Ottoman

ST211 ST203

BuzziNordic ST111
Nordic inspired lounge chair

Frame CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

ST111 Walnut  $2,915  $3,141  $3,233  $3,283  $3,540  $3,675  $4,950 
32.68 x 32.68 x 32.68" Oak  $2,715  $2,941  $3,033  $3,083  $3,340  $3,475  $4,750 

Ash Natural  $2,415  $2,641  $2,733  $2,783  $3,040  $3,175  $4,450 

Ash Black Stained  $2,631  $2,857  $2,949  $2,999  $3,256  $3,391  $4,666 

Ash White Wash  $2,631  $2,857  $2,949  $2,999  $3,256  $3,391  $4,666 

ST 111 Ottoman Walnut  $1,794  $1,878  $1,911  $1,931  $2,025  $2,076  $2,483 
31.50 x 25.59 x 16.54" Oak  $1,572  $1,656  $1,689  $1,709  $1,803  $1,854  $2,261 

Ash Natural  $1,459  $1,543  $1,576  $1,596  $1,690  $1,741  $2,148 

Ash Black Stained  $1,512  $1,596  $1,629  $1,649  $1,743  $1,794  $2,201 

Ash White Wash  $1,512  $1,596  $1,629  $1,649  $1,743  $1,794  $2,201 

Required order information: model, finish frame, fabric (CAT > collection > color),  orientation fabric for CAT B > Tartan
 

BuzziNordic ST200
Nordic inspired leather sofa

W x W x H Legs LEATHER

ST211 42.91" x 33.46" x 29.53" Ash Black Stained  $7,878 

Walnut  $7,906 

ST203 86.61" x 33.46" x 29.53" Ash Black Stained  $12,766 

Walnut  $12,794 

Required order information: model, finish legs, color leather
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ST401 RightST401 Left

BuzziNordic ST400
Nordic inspired side table in solid wood 
Legs & tabletop in Ash Black Stained or Walnut | Connection part in Gold Anodized Metal
28.74" x 23.43" x 14.84" (L x W x H)

Legs & Tabletop

ST 401 Left Ash Black Stained  $1,968 

Walnut  $2,302 

ST 401 Right Ash Black Stained  $1,968 

Walnut  $2,302 

Required order information: model, wood finish
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ST911 ST911 Ottoman ST931 Daybed

BuzziNordic ST900
Nordic inspired outdoor chair 
Frame in Cumaru
Upholstery in outdoor fabric Pananma

W x D x H CAT A
Panama

ST911 32.68" x 30.71" x 31.89" $2,915

ST911 Ottoman 31.50" x 25.59" x 16.54" $2,091

ST931 Daybed 70.47" x 25.59" x 16.54"  $4,016
Incl. 1 Head Roll

Option Extra Head Roll for ST931 Daybed + $236

Required order information: model, finish frame, fabric (CAT > collection > color),  orientation fabric for CAT C > Tartan
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BuzziPicNic Desk BuzziPicNic Desk High Connect Panel

160cm

[63,0"]

80cm

[31,5"]

160cm

[63,0"]

75cm

[29,5"]

75cm

[29,5"]

80cm

[31,5"]

BuzziPicNic Meet

160cm

[63,0"]

50cm

[19,7"]

160cm

[63,0"]

75cm

[29,5"]

75cm

[29,5"]

50cm

[19,7"]

BuzziPicNic Side

BuzziPicNic WorkBench

320cm

[126,0"]

160cm

[63,0"]

320cm

[126,0"]

75cm

[29,5"]

75cm

[29,5"]

160cm

[63,0"]

BuzziPicNic Bench

BuzziBuzziPicNic Electrification

SocketSocket Socket Socket

SocketSocket
USB
2 x

Data
2 x

BuzziPicNic
Multifunctional table in solid wood

BuzziBuzziPicNic Round
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160cm

[63,0"]

80cm

[31,5"]

160cm

[63,0"]

75cm

[29,5"]

75cm

[29,5"]

80cm

[31,5"]

* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Desk Low Wood
Height 29,53" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves, cable entry and wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop
Electrification optional (see p,59) 

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 31,50" 47,24" 120 cm  $5,813  $5,305  $5,450  $5,520  $5,450  $6,366 

80 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $5,965  $5,420  $5,564  $5,635  $5,564  $6,504 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,107  $5,519  $5,665  $5,736  $5,665  $6,624 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,253  $5,613  $5,757  $5,829  $5,757  $6,736 

78,74" 200 cm  $6,395  $5,723  $5,864  $5,952  $5,864  $6,865 

86,61" 220 cm  $6,552  $5,822  $5,964  $6,052  $5,964  $6,986 

94,49" 240 cm  $6,696  $5,922  $6,065  $6,151  $6,065  $7,105 

35,43" 47,24" 120 cm  $6,022  $5,448  $5,592  $5,664  $5,592  $6,538 

90 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $6,166  $5,548  $5,693  $5,764  $5,693  $6,659 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,381  $5,764  $5,909  $5,979  $5,909  $6,916 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,537  $5,864  $6,007  $6,079  $6,007  $7,037 

78,74" 200 cm  $6,683  $5,965  $6,109  $6,181  $6,109  $7,157 

86,61" 220 cm  $6,855  $6,073  $6,216  $6,295  $6,216  $7,286 

94,49" 240 cm  $7,024  $6,180  $6,324  $6,409  $6,324  $7,416 

39,37" 47,24" 120 cm  $6,308  $5,679  $5,822  $5,894  $5,822  $6,813 

100 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $6,452  $5,793  $5,935  $6,009  $5,935  $6,952 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,668  $5,992  $6,138  $6,209  $6,138  $7,193 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,883  $6,108  $6,253  $6,323  $6,253  $7,329 

78,74" 200 cm  $7,026  $6,216  $6,360  $6,438  $6,360  $7,457 

86,61" 220 cm  $7,168  $6,330  $6,473  $6,561  $6,473  $7,596 

94,49" 240 cm  $7,312  $6,452  $6,596  $6,682  $6,596  $7,743 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Desk Low HPL
Height 29.53"
Without grooves | cable entry cable entry incl. | metal cable entry cover and electrification optional ( see p. 72)
Worktop HPL in white, grey or black

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 31.50" 47.24" 120 cm  $2,772  $2,514  $2,542  $2,586  $2,542  $2,891 

80 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $2,864  $2,596  $2,626  $2,672  $2,626  $2,985 

62.99" 160 cm  $2,953  $2,675  $2,709  $2,757  $2,709  $3,077 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,033  $2,746  $2,782  $2,830  $2,782  $3,157 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,120  $2,824  $2,861  $2,912  $2,861  $3,246 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,184  $2,878  $2,921  $2,969  $2,921  $3,310 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,234  $2,918  $2,965  $3,012  $2,965  $3,354 

35.43" 47.24" 120 cm  $2,909  $2,628  $2,656  $2,702  $2,656  $3,023 

90 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $2,968  $2,677  $2,706  $2,752  $2,706  $3,079 

62.99" 160 cm  $3,057  $2,755  $2,789  $2,836  $2,789  $3,168 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,190  $2,880  $2,916  $2,963  $2,916  $3,313 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,243  $2,923  $2,964  $3,011  $2,964  $3,361 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,296  $2,966  $3,010  $3,058  $3,010  $3,409 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,348  $3,010  $3,055  $3,104  $3,055  $3,462 

39.37" 47.24" 120 cm  $3,010  $2,707  $2,734  $2,779  $2,734  $3,112 

100 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $3,074  $2,761  $2,791  $2,838  $2,791  $3,176 

62.99" 160 cm  $3,173  $2,850  $2,884  $2,930  $2,884  $3,278 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,297  $2,965  $3,000  $3,047  $3,000  $3,408 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,352  $3,010  $3,048  $3,097  $3,048  $3,460 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,407  $3,055  $3,098  $3,147  $3,098  $3,514 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,464  $3,101  $3,147  $3,196  $3,147  $3,566 

HPL Cable Entry Cover aluminium (in white, black or alu) +  $245 
already included with Cable Box Single HPL

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Desk High Wood
Height 42,52" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves, cable entry and wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop
Electrification optional (see p,59)

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 31,50" 47,24" 120 cm  $6,020  $5,377  $5,521  $5,591  $5,521  $6,452 

80 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $6,165  $5,476  $5,621  $5,692  $5,621  $6,574 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,308  $5,590  $5,736  $5,806  $5,736  $6,710 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,425  $5,684  $5,828  $5,900  $5,828  $6,823 

78,74" 200 cm  $6,524  $5,866  $6,009  $6,079  $6,009  $7,036 

86,61" 220 cm  $6,738  $5,909  $6,050  $6,130  $6,050  $7,089 

94,49" 240 cm  $6,883  $6,022  $6,165  $6,252  $6,165  $7,226 

35,43" 47,24" 120 cm  $6,165  $5,520  $5,663  $5,735  $5,663  $6,623 

90 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $6,309  $5,620  $5,764  $5,835  $5,764  $6,745 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,481  $5,822  $5,966  $6,036  $5,966  $6,986 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,667  $5,930  $6,073  $6,145  $6,073  $7,113 

78,74" 200 cm  $6,810  $6,029  $6,172  $6,252  $6,172  $7,235 

86,61" 220 cm  $6,955  $6,137  $6,279  $6,379  $6,279  $7,365 

94,49" 240 cm  $7,097  $6,243  $6,388  $6,479  $6,388  $7,492 

39,37" 47,24" 120 cm  $6,452  $5,764  $5,908  $5,979  $5,908  $6,916 

100 cm 55,12" 140 cm  $6,595  $5,865  $6,008  $6,081  $6,008  $7,037 

62,99" 160 cm  $6,811  $6,064  $6,208  $6,280  $6,208  $7,278 

70,87" 180 cm  $6,954  $6,171  $6,317  $6,395  $6,317  $7,407 

78,74" 200 cm  $7,169  $6,293  $6,438  $6,523  $6,438  $7,553 

86,61" 220 cm  $7,312  $6,394  $6,537  $6,639  $6,537  $7,596 

94,49" 240 cm  $7,455  $6,509  $6,653  $6,753  $6,653  $7,811 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Desk High HPL
Height 42.52" 
Without grooves | cable entry cable entry incl. | metal cable entry cover and electrification optional ( see p. 72)
Worktop HPL in white, grey or black

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 31.50" 47.24" 120 cm  $2,979  $2,586  $2,613  $2,657  $2,613  $2,977 

80 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $3,064  $2,652  $2,683  $2,729  $2,683  $3,055 

62.99" 160 cm  $3,154  $2,746  $2,780  $2,827  $2,780  $3,163 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,205  $2,817  $2,853  $2,901  $2,853  $3,244 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,249  $2,967  $3,006  $3,039  $3,006  $3,417 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,370  $2,965  $3,007  $3,047  $3,007  $3,413 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,421  $3,018  $3,065  $3,113  $3,065  $3,475 

35.43" 47.24" 120 cm  $3,052  $2,700  $2,727  $2,773  $2,727  $3,108 

90 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $3,111  $2,749  $2,777  $2,823  $2,777  $3,165 

62.99" 160 cm  $3,157  $2,813  $2,846  $2,893  $2,846  $3,238 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,320  $2,946  $2,982  $3,029  $2,982  $3,389 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,370  $2,987  $3,027  $3,082  $3,027  $3,439 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,396  $3,030  $3,073  $3,142  $3,073  $3,488 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,421  $3,073  $3,119  $3,174  $3,119  $3,538 

39.37" 47.24" 120 cm  $3,154  $2,792  $2,820  $2,864  $2,820  $3,215 

100 cm 55.12" 140 cm  $3,217  $2,833  $2,864  $2,910  $2,864  $3,261 

62.99" 160 cm  $3,316  $2,922  $2,954  $3,001  $2,954  $3,363 

70.87" 180 cm  $3,368  $3,028  $3,064  $3,119  $3,064  $3,486 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,495  $3,087  $3,126  $3,182  $3,126  $3,556 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,551  $3,119  $3,162  $3,225  $3,162  $3,514 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,607  $3,158  $3,204  $3,267  $3,204  $3,634 

HPL Cable Entry Cover aluminium (in white, black or alu) +  $245 
already included with Cable Box Single HPL

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Desk High Connect Panel
can be mounted to the BuzziPicNic Desk High | connection brackets and screws are included. 
in wood or felt | height: 12.99"

Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash Felt
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

47.24" 120 cm  $1,345  $1,136  $1,159  $1,240  $1,159  $1,293  $598 

55.12" 140 cm  $1,397  $1,173  $1,195  $1,281  $1,195  $1,334  $697 

62.99" 160 cm  $1,456  $1,211  $1,233  $1,321  $1,233  $1,375  $771 

70.87" 180 cm  $1,509  $1,240  $1,266  $1,353  $1,266  $1,411  $812 

78.74" 200 cm  $1,559  $1,278  $1,302  $1,396  $1,302  $1,454  $849 

86.61" 220 cm  $1,612  $1,314  $1,339  $1,435  $1,339  $1,497  $885 

94.49" 240 cm  $1,663  $1,345  $1,370  $1,469  $1,370  $1,531  $925 

Required order information: length, wood finish or color felt
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Meet Low Wood
Height 29.53" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves, cable entry and wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop
Electrification optional ( see p. 72)

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 35.43" 62.99" 160 cm  $6,166  $5,450  $5,591  $5,663  $5,591  $6,537 

90 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $6,309  $5,557  $5,700  $5,778  $5,700  $6,668 

78.74" 200 cm  $6,452  $5,663  $5,806  $5,907  $5,806  $6,797 

86.61" 220 cm  $6,596  $5,770  $5,915  $5,986  $5,915  $6,925 

94.49" 240 cm  $6,738  $5,899  $6,043  $6,136  $6,043  $7,079 

39.37" 62.99" 160 cm  $6,452  $5,743  $5,886  $5,966  $5,886  $6,890 

100 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $6,595  $5,857  $6,000  $6,072  $6,000  $7,027 

78.74" 200 cm  $6,739  $5,963  $6,106  $6,193  $6,106  $7,159 

86.61" 220 cm  $6,868  $6,150  $6,296  $6,382  $6,296  $7,381 

94.49" 240 cm  $7,070  $6,245  $6,388  $6,475  $6,388  $7,493 

47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $7,155  $6,331  $6,473  $6,546  $6,473  $7,595 

120 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $7,312  $6,452  $6,595  $6,682  $6,595  $7,742 

78.74" 200 cm  $7,455  $6,566  $6,709  $6,802  $6,709  $7,881 

86.61" 220 cm  $7,598  $6,574  $6,717  $6,818  $6,717  $7,888 

94.49" 240 cm  $7,815  $6,853  $6,998  $7,068  $6,998  $8,225 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Meet Low HPL
Height 29.53"
Without grooves | cable entry cable entry incl. | metal cable entry cover and electrification optional ( see p. 72)
Worktop HPL in white, grey or black

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 35.43" 62.99" 160 cm  $2,822  $2,544  $2,576  $2,628  $2,576  $2,926 

90 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $2,955  $2,669  $2,705  $2,757  $2,705  $3,070 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,007  $2,710  $2,750  $2,804  $2,750  $3,118 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,060  $2,753  $2,796  $2,851  $2,796  $3,166 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,123  $2,834  $2,887  $2,933  $2,887  $3,260 

39.37" 62.99" 160 cm  $2,995  $2,696  $2,728  $2,781  $2,728  $3,099 

100 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $3,119  $2,809  $2,845  $2,898  $2,845  $3,230 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,151  $2,853  $2,892  $2,947  $2,892  $3,284 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,205  $2,895  $2,950  $2,997  $2,950  $3,331 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,286  $3,004  $3,049  $3,104  $3,049  $3,455 

47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $3,435  $3,021  $3,053  $3,105  $3,053  $3,473 

120 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $3,534  $3,110  $3,146  $3,199  $3,146  $3,577 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,572  $3,161  $3,200  $3,253  $3,200  $3,637 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,621  $3,241  $3,280  $3,331  $3,280  $3,728 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,696  $3,298  $3,346  $3,398  $3,346  $3,793 

HPL Cable Entry Cover aluminium (in white, black or alu) +  $245 
already included with Cable Box Single HPL

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Meet High Wood
Height 42.52" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves, cable entry and wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop
Cable entry not possible for Meet High with width 31.50"
Electrification optional ( see p. 72)

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 31.50" 62.99" 160 cm  $5,951  $5,269  $5,414  $5,486  $5,414  $6,322 

80 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $6,095  $5,376  $5,521  $5,593  $5,521  $6,452 

78.74" 200 cm  $6,237  $5,484  $5,627  $5,700  $5,627  $6,582 

86.61" 220 cm  $6,379  $5,600  $5,744  $5,822  $5,744  $6,719 

94.49" 240 cm  $6,595  $5,707  $5,850  $5,951  $5,850  $6,848 

35.43" 62.99" 160 cm  $6,237  $5,506  $5,649  $5,722  $5,649  $6,605 

90 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $6,381  $5,614  $5,757  $5,836  $5,757  $6,736 

78.74" 200 cm  $6,524  $5,720  $5,864  $5,949  $5,864  $6,865 

86.61" 220 cm  $6,667  $5,827  $5,972  $6,058  $5,972  $6,993 

94.49" 240 cm  $6,811  $5,979  $6,122  $6,215  $6,122  $7,174 

39.37" 62.99" 160 cm  $6,525  $5,800  $5,944  $6,016  $5,944  $6,960 

100 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $6,666  $5,907  $6,051  $6,138  $6,051  $7,088 

78.74" 200 cm  $6,810  $6,022  $6,164  $6,252  $6,164  $7,227 

86.61" 220 cm  $6,955  $6,086  $6,230  $6,316  $6,230  $7,303 

94.49" 240 cm  $7,156  $6,287  $6,432  $6,539  $6,432  $7,545 

47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $7,240  $6,381  $6,523  $6,611  $6,523  $7,656 

120 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $7,398  $6,501  $6,645  $6,732  $6,645  $7,803 

78.74" 200 cm  $7,599  $6,625  $6,766  $6,860  $6,766  $7,949 

86.61" 220 cm  $7,785  $6,632  $6,774  $6,867  $6,774  $7,956 

94.49" 240 cm  $7,958  $6,910  $7,054  $7,161  $7,054  $8,294 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Meet High HPL
Height 42.52"
Without grooves | cable entry cable entry incl. | metal cable entry cover and electrification optional ( see p. 72)
Cable entry not possible for Meet High with width 80 cm

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 31.50" 62.99" 160 cm  $2,844  $2,532  $2,566  $2,615  $2,566  $2,910 

80 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $2,875  $2,651  $2,687  $2,706  $2,687  $3,049 

78.74" 200 cm  $2,983  $2,658  $2,698  $2,748  $2,698  $3,059 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,092  $2,758  $2,801  $2,848  $2,801  $3,172 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,177  $2,808  $2,855  $2,903  $2,855  $3,230 

35.43" 62.99" 160 cm  $2,893  $2,600  $2,634  $2,687  $2,634  $2,994 

90 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $3,027  $2,726  $2,762  $2,815  $2,762  $3,138 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,079  $2,767  $2,808  $2,846  $2,808  $3,186 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,131  $2,810  $2,853  $2,923  $2,853  $3,234 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,196  $2,914  $2,966  $3,012  $2,966  $3,355 

39.37" 62.99" 160 cm  $3,068  $2,753  $2,786  $2,831  $2,786  $3,169 

100 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $3,190  $2,859  $2,896  $2,964  $2,896  $3,291 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,222  $2,912  $2,950  $3,006  $2,950  $3,352 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,292  $2,831  $2,884  $2,931  $2,884  $3,253 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,372  $3,046  $3,093  $3,168  $3,093  $3,507 

47.24" 62.99" 160 cm  $3,520  $3,071  $3,103  $3,170  $3,103  $3,534 

120 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $3,620  $3,159  $3,196  $3,249  $3,196  $3,638 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,716  $3,220  $3,257  $3,311  $3,257  $3,705 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,808  $3,299  $3,337  $3,380  $3,337  $3,796 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,839  $3,355  $3,402  $3,491  $3,402  $3,862 

HPL Cable Entry Cover aluminium (in white, black or alu) +  $245 
already included with Cable Box Single HPL, not possible for PicNic Meet width 31.50" 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop, electrification
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Side Low Wood
Height 29,53" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves integrated in the worktop

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 19,69" 62,99" 160 cm  $2,833  $2,525  $2,667  $2,725  $2,667  $3,031 

50 cm 70,87" 180 cm  $2,876  $2,603  $2,746  $2,817  $2,746  $3,123 

78,74" 200 cm  $3,083  $2,681  $2,825  $2,897  $2,825  $3,219 

86,61" 220 cm  $3,198  $2,762  $2,904  $2,983  $2,904  $3,313 

94,49" 240 cm  $3,342  $2,840  $2,983  $3,068  $2,983  $3,408 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish

BuzziPicNic Side Low HPL
Height 29,53"
Without grooves | worktop HPL in white, grey or black

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 19,69" 62,99" 160 cm  $2,029  $1,855  $1,874  $2,008  $1,874  $2,134 

50 cm 70,87" 180 cm  $2,079  $1,909  $1,927  $2,063  $1,927  $2,194 

78,74" 200 cm  $2,149  $1,962  $1,982  $2,121  $1,982  $2,259 

86,61" 220 cm  $2,219  $2,016  $2,035  $2,080  $2,035  $2,318 

94,49" 240 cm  $2,290  $2,069  $2,089  $2,166  $2,089  $2,380 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic Side High Wood
Height 42.52" | same wood finish for base and tabletop
Grooves integrated in the worktop

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

Wood 19.69" 62.99" 160 cm  $2,855  $2,568  $2,710  $2,754  $2,710  $3,082 

50 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $2,997  $2,646  $2,790  $2,847  $2,790  $3,175 

78.74" 200 cm  $3,141  $2,725  $2,868  $2,925  $2,868  $3,270 

86.61" 220 cm  $3,284  $2,805  $2,948  $3,005  $2,948  $3,364 

94.49" 240 cm  $3,428  $2,882  $3,025  $3,097  $3,025  $3,460 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish

BuzziPicNic Side High HPL
Height 42.52"
Without grooves | worktop HPL in white, grey or black

Base

Tabletop Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

HPL 19.69" 62.99" 160 cm  $2.051  $1.898  $1.917  $2.037  $1.917  $2.185 

50 cm 70.87" 180 cm  $2.200  $1.952  $1.971  $2.093  $1.971  $2.246 

78.74" 200 cm  $2.207  $2.006  $2.025  $2.149  $2.025  $2.310 

86.61" 220 cm  $2.305  $2.059  $2.079  $2.102  $2.079  $2.369 

94.49" 240 cm  $2.376  $2.111  $2.131  $2.195  $2.131  $2.432 

Required order information: size (W x L), wood finish base, color HPL tabletop
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* Ash Lacquered available in blue, green, red, yellow, white

BuzziPicNic WorkBench Wood
Height 29,53"
Grooves, 4 x cable entry and 4 x wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop
           same wood finish for base and tabletop | electrification optional (seep, 70)

Base

Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

62,99" 125,98"  $12,516  $10,782  $11,643  $11,999  $11,643  $12,937 

Required order information: wood finish (base), color HPL tabletop, electrification

BuzziPicNic WorkBench HPL
Height 29,53"
Without grooves | cable entry cable entry incl, | metal cable entry cover and electrification optional (seep, 70)

Base

Width Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

62,99" 125,98"  $7,797  $5,380  $5,446  $5,511  $5,446  $6,186 

HPL Cable Entry Covers 4 pcs | aluminium (in white, black or alu) + $980
already included with Cable Box Quatro HPL

Required order information: wood finish (base), color HPL tabletop, electrification

BuzziPicNic Bench
Height 17,60" | width 16,34"

Base

Length Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash Lacquered*

45,67" 116 cm  $2,863  $2,423  $2,653  $2,724  $2,653  $2,908 

53,54" 136 cm  $3,190  $2,696  $2,911  $2,982  $2,911  $3,235 

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Options Cushion 45,67"  $485  $527  $544  $554  $601  $626 

53,54"  $513  $562  $582  $591  $647  $675 

Required order information: size (L), wood finish, cushion, fabric collection cushion, fabric color cushions
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PicNic Round Small PicNic Round Large

BuzziPicNic Round
Height 29.53"
Grooves, cable entry and wooden cable entry cover always integrated in the worktop l electrification optional ( see p. 72)

Diameter Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash 
 Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash

Center Solid S 62.99"  $11,289  $10,244  $10,656  $10,747  $10,656 

L 78.74"  $14,434  $13,365  $13,680  $13,769  $13,680 

Center Hinged S 62.99"  $11,448  $10,403  $10,815  $10,906  $10,815 

L 78.74"  $14,592  $13,523  $13,838  $13,928  $13,838 

Required order information: size, finish, electrification
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Option A SocketSocket Socket Socket

Option B SocketSocket
USB
2 x

Data
2 x

 F E G B

    USB          Data

NL|DE|LUX  BE|FR       UK       US

 2 x Ports     2 x Ports

Socket Type

Cable Box Single Cable Box Quatro Cable Box Duo

BuzziPicNic Electrification
Cable Box provides power outlets and/or USB and data connections for a BuzziPicNic Desk, Meet and WorkBench
Incl. cables, cable management and cable entry cover 

HPL Wood
black, white or 

alu cover
wooden cover included 

with table

Cable Box Single Option A 4 x socket  $934  $754 
for BuzziPicNic Desk & Meet Option B 2 x socket + 1 x double data + 1 x double USB  $1.332  $1.152 

Cable Box Quatro Option A 4 x socket  $2.711  $1.985 
for BuzziPicNic WorkBench Option B 2 x socket + 1 x double data + 1 x double USB  $4.300  $3.574 

Cable Box Duo Option A 4 x socket -  $1.377 
for BuzziPicNic Round Option B 2 x socket + 1 x double data + 1 x double USB -  $2.222 

Required order information: Model, Options A or B, type of socket, HPL or Wood, cable entry cover color for tabletop HPL
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Surf               Doldi                    Mobi

M Left

M Right

L Left

L Right

BuzziPlank
Shelf in solid wood
Solid wood |Wall mounted

L x W x H

M 31.50" x 7.13" x 1.97" Ash Natural  $513 

Ash Black Stained  $576 

Ash White Wash  $576 

Ash Walnut Stained  $586 

L 47.24" x 11.69" x 2.76" Ash Natural  $770 

Ash Black Stained  $863 

Ash White Wash  $863 

Ash Walnut Stained  $873 

Required order information: model, size, wood finish

BuzziPlant
Playful plant-shaped acoustic room divider
Incl. baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or alu color (RAL 9006) 

W x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E

 

Surf 22.83 x 70.47"  $1,334  $1,533  $1,632  $1,687  $1,970 

Doldi 26.77 x 72.44"  $1,507  $1,732  $1,873  $1,951  $2,347 

Mobi 47.24 x 49.61"  $1,686  $1,937  $2,079  $2,156  $2,552 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > collection > color), color baseplate
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Edel Ripple

BuzziPleat
A series of architectural solutions
Pleat in BuzziFelt OffWhite, StoneGrey, Lime or Anthracite |Lace in OffWhite or Black
Extra layer of fabric (CAT A) possible on BuzziFelt OffWhite or Anthracite
For BuzziPleat wall mounted: central wooden support in Ash White Wash (with OffWhite Lace) or Ash black Stained (with Black lace) 

+ extra layer

Diameter FELT CAT A

 

Edel Suspended Medium 39.37"  $1,124  $1,682 

Large 59.05"  $1,649  $2,501 

Wall Mounted Medium 39.37"  $1,274  $1,832 

Large 59.05"  $1,799  $2,651 

Ripple Suspended Medium 39.37"  $1,124  $1,868 

Large 59.05"  $1,799  $3,076 

Mounting options Ceiling uspended Fixing System Screw 3 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.  

3 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  $315

Required order information: model, size, mounting system, color lace

BuzziPleat LED
Sculptural pendant light
Pleat in BuzziFelt OffWhite, StoneGrey, Lime or Anthracite |Lace in OffWhite or Black
LED Light source | Black metal ceiling canopy and black fabric power cable incl.
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 1500 Lumen | cULus Listed

Diameter FELT

 

Edel Medium 39.37"  $1.423 

Large 59.05"  $1.949 

Ripple Medium 39.37"  $1.423 

Large 59.05"  $2.099 

Mounting options Ceiling supended 3 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.  

3 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  $315

Required order information: model, size, mounting system, color lace
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3D wide ribbed 3D narrow ribbed

Fixing System Screw Fixing System MagnetFixing System Wall

BuzziPod
Acoustic wall or ceiling panel 
Wall mounted or ceiling suspended | If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

W x H Pattern CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E

 

S 47.24 x 31.50" Flat  $732  $848  $880  $898  $992 

3D wide ribbed  $857  $985  $1,017  $1,035  $1,129 

3D narrow ribbed  $857  $985  $1,017  $1,035  $1,129 

M 62.99 x 31.50" Flat  $898  $1,033  $1,093  $1,127  $1,296 

3D wide ribbed  $1,073  $1,273  $1,332  $1,367  $1,536 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,073  $1,273  $1,332  $1,367  $1,536 

L 70.87 x 39.37" Flat  $1,071  $1,233  $1,300  $1,338  $1,526 

3D wide ribbed  $1,300  $1,495  $1,561  $1,599  $1,788 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,300  $1,495  $1,561  $1,599  $1,788 

XL 78.74 x 47.24" Flat  $1,247  $1,435  $1,509  $1,550  $1,757 

3D wide ribbed  $1,507  $1,732  $1,807  $1,848  $2,055 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,507  $1,732  $1,807  $1,848  $2,055 

Mounting Wall Mounted Fixing System Wall  + $177 
2 x 2 strips of wood, incl. holes, excl. screws for wall 

Ceiling suspended Fixing System Screw for ceiling 4 cables 78.75"  + $177 
BuzziCableSet M6, incl. fixation M6 female thread + fastener, excl. screws for ceiling 4 cables 196.85" + $370 

Fixing System Magnet for ceiling 4 cables 78.75" + $262 
incl. magnet + fastener (cables in alu or black) 4 cables 196.85" + $453 

Required order information: model, size, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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Round Flat Square FlatRound 3D Square 3D

BuzziPouf
Sound absorbing pouf 

Diameter Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Round Flat Ø 36.22" 14.96"  $1,785  $2,042  $2,147  $2,204  $2,497  $2,651 

3D Ø 36.61" 14.96"  $2,254  $2,511  $2,615  $2,673  $2,965  $3,120 

Square Flat 36.22" 14.96"  $1,785  $2,001  $2,088  $2,136  $2,381  $2,511 

3D 37.08" 14.96"  $2,254  $2,470  $2,556  $2,605  $2,850  $2,980 

Required order information: model, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color)

BuzziProp LED 
Powerful acoustic circle of light
Metal frame in black (RAL 9005) | Black metal ceiling canopy and black fabric power cable incl. 
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 1500 Lumen | cULus Listed

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E 

 

S Ø 17.72" x H 17.72"  $1,478  $1,590  $1,645  $1,676  $1,834 

Mounting Ceiling suspended straight 1 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

1 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $155 

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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BuzziPuzzle
Playful sound absorbing pouf

Bottom W x D x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Low Antiskid 33.46 x 21.65 x 11.81"  $547  $627  $683  $716  $877  $961 

Wood 33.46 x 21.65 x 12.60"  $770  $844  $896  $929  $1.087  $1.169 

High Antiskid 33.46 x 21.65 x 18.50"  $831  $1.023  $1.099  $1.142  $1.359  $1.473 

Wood 33.46 x 21.65 x 19.29"  $989  $1.192  $1.273  $1.319  $1.548  $1.670 

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color)

BuzziResoFuser
Set of high performant sound absorbing wall modules
Not recommended for ceiling applications | incl. fixing system
Incl. BuzziTile 3D L or BuzziBrickBack 23.62 x 23.62"

Content Finish

Package Tile 2 x BuzziResoFuser Black MDF | White laquered MDF  $2,163 

4 x BuzziTile L 3D CAT A (back in felt)

Package BrickBack 2 x BuzziResoFuser Black MDF | White laquered MDF  $2,163 

4 x BuzziBrickBack Sliced BuzziFelt

Required order information: color ResoFuser, package Tile: 3D pattern (seep. 92), fabric color, with or without stitch, 
                package BrickBack: color Sliced BuzziFelt
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BuzziRug Patch
Acoustic patchwork rug
1 combination: ± 5.9 yd²|18 pcs in 3 formats: 13.78 x 13.78" | 13.78 x 27.56" | 27.56 x 27.56" (each format in 6 fabric colors)
60 pcs custom made leather straps (tripping hazard) or velcro 

Pattern Leather Strap / Velcro

English Library Acero  $4,710 
Fabric colors: Tartan Charcoal Multi F04, Tartan Blue Multi X13, Fabric Orange, Fabric Mint, Fabric Petrol, Terra Violet BM29

Forest Waterfalls Taupe  $4,710 
Fabric colors: Tartan Blue Multi X13, Fabric Aqua, Tartan Glacier D05, Terra Willow BF31,  Terra Seagrass AP22, Fabric Pistache

Charcoal Dust Nero  $4,710 
Fabric colors: Fabric Zwart 1003, Terra Charcoal R10, Terra Silver N08, Terra Flint P09, Tartan Charcoal Ecru U11, Tartan Grey P21

Required order information: pattern

BuzziRug Sisal
Acoustic sisal rug 
width max. 13.11 ft | length max. 19.68 ft

Stripes Border

price/ft² Blue | Red | Black BuzziTartan  $46/ ft² 
minimum order: 32 ft²

Required order information: size (W x H), color of stripes, color Tartan for border

BuzziRug Wool
Acoustic wool rug
width max. 13.11 ft | length max. 19.68 ft

Sliced BuzziFelt 

price/ft² Rainbow | Piano  $109/ ft²
minimum order: 32 ft²
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BuzziFoot

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

3,8cm

[1,5"]

BuzziScreen
Acoustic room divider with zippers
Panel width: 31.50" | it is not possible to combine panels with different heights
Zipper height Screen S: 39.37" | zipper height Screen M: 51.18"| zipper height Screen L: 70.87"| zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

FELT + extra layer fabric

Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24" Stop panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06" Stop panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74" Stop panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02" + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (seep. 79), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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BuzziFoot
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BuzziScreen Mix
Acoustic room divider with different heights
Panel width: 31,50" | combine panels with different heights 
Zipper height always 43,31" | zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

FELT + extra layer fabric

Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24" Stop panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06" Stop panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74" Stop panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02" + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (seep. 79), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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Screen & Screen Mix Panels

puller side  pin side  

1 - Stop panel 

2 - Start panel 

3 - Mid panel 

4 - Stop extra panel 

5 - Start extra panel 

6 - Mid extra R panel 

7 - Mid extra L panel 

8 - Mid extra plus panel 

B-Side
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Retrofit LED Globe

BuzziShade
Acoustic decorative lighting shade 
Lace: black, white or fluorescent orange
cULus Listed
Retrofit: Excl. lightbulb | E26, max 100W | Black or white metal ceiling canopy | Fabric power cable in black or red
LED Globe: 110 - 120 V  | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 1500 Lumen | Black metal ceiling canopy | Fabric power cable in black

+ extra layer (inside or outside)

Size Light Frame FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C

M Ø 29.25" x 16.50" Retrofit White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $1,934  $2,376  $2,443  $2,616 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $2,799  $3,241  $3,308  $3,481 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $2,129  $2,571  $2,638  $2,811 

LED Globe White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $2,233  $2,675  $2,742  $2,915 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $3,098  $3,540  $3,607  $3,780 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $2,428  $2,870  $2,937  $3,110 

L Ø 44.10" x 24.50" Retrofit White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $2,575  $3,113  $3,199  $3,300 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $3,436  $3,974  $4,060  $4,161 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $2,861  $3,399  $3,485  $3,586 

LED Globe White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $2,874  $3,412  $3,498  $3,599 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $3,735  $4,273  $4,359  $4,460 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $3,160  $3,698  $3,784  $3,885 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

2 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  + $288 

Option                         Excl. electrical components | not cULus Listed (only for retrofit) - $103

Required order information: size, light option, color frame, BuzziFelt color, option extra layer inside or outside, color lace, mounting option, color 
ceiling canopy (only for retrofit), color power cable (only for retrofit)
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Retrofit LED Globe

BuzziShade Square
Acoustic decorative lighting shade 
Lace: black, white or fluorescent orange
cULus Listed
Retrofit: Excl. lightbulb | E26, max 100W | Black or white metal ceiling canopy | Fabric power cable in black or red
LED Globe: 110 - 120 V  | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 1500 Lumen | Black metal ceiling canopy | Fabric power cable in black

Size Light Frame FELT

M Ø 29.25" x 16.50" Retrofit White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $1,934 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $2,799 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $2,129 

LED Globe White (RAL 9010) or Black (RAL 9005)  $2,233 

Fluorescent orange (RAL 2005)  $3,098 

Aluminium frame, not powdercoated  $2,428 

Mounting Ceiling suspended 2 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

2 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color)  + $288 

Option                         Excl. electrical components | not cULus Listed (only for retrofit) - $103

Required order information: size, light option, color frame, BuzziFelt color, color lace, mounting option, color ceiling canopy (only for retrofit), 
color power cable (only for retrofit)

BuzziShade Standing
Acoustic decorative lighting shade
excl. lightbulb | E26, max. 100W | incl. black floor switch & plug | not cULus Listed (tripping hazard)
lace in black, white or fluorescent orange

Frame Power cable FELT

White frame RAL 9010 Red  $3,833 

Black frame RAL 9005 Black  $3,833 

Fluorescent orange frame RAL 2005 Black  $4,885 

Option Excl. electrical components - $170

Required order information: color frame, color BuzziFelt, color lace
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Closed Half Open Right Half Open Left Open

BuzziShed
Outdoor multifunctional shelter
Galvanised metal frame | dark brown antiskid plywood floor
Orchestra cover (check www.buzzi.space/buzzished), custom print possible on request
118.11"  x 110.23" x 118.11" (L x W x H)

Closed  $14,428 

Half Open Right  $13,797 

Half Open Left  $13,797 

Open  $12,992 

Options Gutter  $268 

Required order information: model, color sunbrella roof, option
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Round      Square                   Penta         Hexa                    Plank   

BuzziSkin
Acoustic wall covering in BuzziFelt
0.24" BuzziFelt + 0.04" selfadhesive backing | variation in fabric color and density possible

L x W FELT

per roll 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $769 

Required order information: BuzziFelt color

BuzziSkin Cuts
Acoustic wall shape in BuzziFelt
0.24" BuzziFelt + 0.04" selfadhesive backing | variation in fabric color and density possible
1 box with 12 pcs of the same fabric color

L x W FELT

Round Ø 14.96"  $671 

Square 14.96 x 14.96"  $671 

Penta 24.80 x 23.62"  $671 

Hexa 27.28 x 23.62"  $671 

Plank 46.46 x 9.45"  $671 

Required order information: shape, BuzziFelt color

BuzziSkin Printed
Design your own wall
Print on BuzziSkin OffWhite 

Roll FELT

Marble Emperador 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Marble Absynth 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Jungle 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Green 1 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Green 2 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Concrete 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Camo Amazon 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Camo Taiga 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Camo Snow 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Camo Dessert 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $999* 

Required order information: BuzziSkin Pattern 

*New prices valid as from June 1st 2019
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BuzziSol
A sunny globe of light
LED light source with frosted glass globe
110 - 120 V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 1500 Lumen | Black metal ceiling canopy | cULus Listed from summer 2018

Size

Sol Ø 5.91" x 7.87" $399
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Left Open Medium  Left Open Medium + High Left Open High 

Right Open Medium  Right Open Medium + High Right Open High 

1 | Shield large
2 | Shield cushion*
3 | Seating cushion*
4 | Comfort back**
5 | Comfort arm (optional)**
6 | Decorative cushion (optional) 

* / ** both cushion always in the same fabric collection and color

1

4
5 6

3

22

BuzziSpark
Original AG103 
127.56" x 39.57" (L x W) | Frame in black (RAL 9005)
Shield cushion and seating cushion always in same fabric collection and color
Comfort back cushion and comfort arm cushion (optional) always in same fabric collection and color

Size Shields CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

Medium Frame & Shields & Cushions  $13.946  $15.160  $15.762  $16.098  $17.806  $18.708 - 
Total height: 55.31" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $8.020  $8.487  $8.719  $8.848  $9.507  $9.853  -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $5.513  $6.173  $6.499  $6.683  $7.610  $8.101  $12.018 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Medium + High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $14.526  $15.821  $16.464  $16.823  $18.642  $19.607 - 
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $8.600  $9.148  $9.421  $9.573  $10.343  $10.752 - 

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $5.513  $6.173  $6.499  $6.683  $7.610  $8.101  $12.018 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $15.106  $16.485  $17.170  $17.553  $19.490  $20.518 - 
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $9.180  $9.812  $10.127  $10.303  $11.191  $11.663 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $5.513  $6.173  $6.499  $6.683  $7.610  $8.101  $12.018 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Option Comfort arm cushions (set of 2)**  $341  $397  $426  $442  $522  $564  $903 
always in same fabric as comfort back cushion

Decorative cushion   $131  $165  $181  $191  $239  $264  $467 

Anti-theft set (for 2 cushions)  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196 

Required order information: Model (size shields, left or right open), fabric shields (CAT > collection > color), fabric seating cushion & shield 
cushion (CAT > collection > color), fabric comfort back cushion (& comfort arm cushion) (CAT > collection > color), option
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Left Open Medium  Left Open Medium + High Left Open High 

Right Open Medium  Right Open Medium + High Right Open High 

1

4
5 6

3

22

1 | Shield large
2 | Shield cushion*
3 | Seating cushion*
4 | Comfort back**
5 | Comfort arm (optional)**
6 | Decorative cushion (optional) 

* / ** both cushion always in the same fabric collection and color

Original AG102
94.09" x 39.57" (L x W) | Frame in black (RAL 9005)
Shield cushion and seating cushion always in same fabric collection and color
Comfort back cushion and comfort arm cushion (optional) always in same fabric collection and color

Size Shields CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

Medium Frame & Shields & Cushions  $9.968  $10.885  $11.340  $11.594  $12.884  $13.564 - 
Total height: 55.31" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $6.655  $7.122  $7.354  $7.483  $8.142  $8.488 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Medium + High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $10.548  $11.546  $12.042  $12.319  $13.720  $14.463 - 
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $7.235  $7.783  $8.056  $8.208  $8.978  $9.387 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $11.128  $12.210  $12.748  $13.049  $14.568  $15.374 -
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $7.815  $8.447  $8.762  $8.938  $9.826  $10.298 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Option Comfort arm cushions (set of 2)**  $341  $397  $426  $442  $522  $564  $903 
always in same fabric as comfort back cushion

Decorative cushion  $131  $165  $181  $191  $239  $264  $467 

Anti-theft set (for 2 cushions)  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196 

Required order information: Model (size shields, left or right open), fabric shields (CAT > collection > color), fabric seating cushion & shield 
cushion (CAT > collection > color), fabric comfort back cushion (& comfort arm cushion) (CAT > collection > color), option
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Medium  Medium + High High + Medium High

1

4
5 6

3

22

1 | Shield large
2 | Shield cushion*
3 | Seating cushion*
4 | Comfort back**
5 | Comfort arm (optional)**
6 | Decorative cushion (optional) 

* / ** both cushion always in the same fabric collection and color

Sofa AG112
94.09" x 37.59" (L x W) | Frame in black (RAL 9005) 
Shield cushion and seating cushion always in same fabric collection and color
Comfort back cushion and comfort arm cushion (optional) always in same fabric collection and color

Size Shields CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

Medium Frame & Shields & Cushions  $9.968  $10.885  $11.340  $11.594  $12.884  $13.564 - 
Total height: 55.31" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $6.655  $7.122  $7.354  $7.483  $8.142  $8.488 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Medium + High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $10.548  $11.546  $12.042  $12.319  $13.720  $14.463 - 
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $7.235  $7.783  $8.056  $8.208  $8.978  $9.387 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

High + Medium Frame & Shields & Cushions  $10.548  $11.546  $12.042  $12.319  $13.720  $14.463 - 
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $7.235  $7.783  $8.056  $8.208  $8.978  $9.387 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $11.128  $12.210  $12.748  $13.049  $14.568  $15.374 -
Total height: 65.15" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $7.815  $8.447  $8.762  $8.938  $9.826  $10.298 -

Seating cushions & Shield cushions*  $2.900  $3.263  $3.442  $3.544  $4.053  $4.322  $6.479 

Comfort back cushions**  $413  $500  $544  $567  $689  $754  $1.269 

Option Comfort arm cushions (set of 2)**  $341  $397  $426  $442  $522  $564  $903 
always in same fabric as comfort back cushion

Decorative cushion  $131  $165  $181  $191  $239  $264  $467 

Anti-theft set (for 2 cushions)  $196 

Required order information: size shields, fabric shields (CAT > collection > color), fabric seating cushion & shield cushion (CAT > collection > 
color), fabric comfort back cushion (& comfort arm cushion) (CAT > collection > color), option
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Medium High
3

45 6

1

22

1 | Shield large
2 | Shield cushion*
3 | Seating cushion*
4 | Comfort back**
5 | Comfort arm (optional)**
6 | Decorative cushion (optional) 

* / ** both cushion always in the same fabric collection and color

Sofa AG111
51.77" x 37.59" (L x W) | Frame in black (RAL 9005) 
Shield cushion and seating cushion always in same fabric collection and color
Comfort back cushion and comfort arm cushion (optional) always in same fabric collection and color

Size Shield CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F LEATHER

Medium Frame & Shields & Cushions  $7.712  $8.460  $8.831  $9.038  $10.093  $10.648 - 
Total height: 55" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $4.883  $5.205  $5.365  $5.454  $5.909  $6.149 -

Seating cushion & Shield cushions*  $2.558  $2.925  $3.106  $3.209  $3.725  $3.997  $6.178 

Comfort back cushion**  $271  $330  $360  $375  $459  $502  $851 

High Frame & Shields & Cushions  $8.487  $9.256  $9.677  $9.913  $11.108  $11.740 - 
Total height: 65" Total price in case of same fabric category

Frame & Shields  $5.658  $6.001  $6.211  $6.329  $6.924  $7.241 -

Seating cushion & Shield cushions*  $2.558  $2.925  $3.106  $3.209  $3.725  $3.997  $6.178 

Comfort back cushions**  $271  $330  $360  $375  $459  $502  $851 

Option Comfort arm cushions (set of 2)**  $341  $397  $426  $442  $522  $564  $903 
always in same fabric as comfort back cushion

Decorative cushion  $131  $165  $181  $191  $239  $264  $467 

Anti-theft set (for 2 cushions)  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196  $196 

Required order information: size shields, fabric shields (CAT > collection > color), fabric seating cushion & shield cushion (CAT > collection > 
color), fabric comfort back cushion (& comfort arm cushion) (CAT > collection > color), option
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Tablet Electrification Unit

Accesorories & Electrification
Can be mounted to the BuzziBracks metal frame  

Tablet Ø 11.81" x 27.56 cm  $665
in Ash Black Stained with black metal support

Electrification Unit 2 sockets  $395

Required order information: model
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92x49x50 cm

135x49x50 cm

135x92x50 cm

135x92x50 cm

178x49x50 cm

47x50x50 cm

LARGE   57x57 cm

SMALL   47x47 cm

92x49x50 cm

135x49x50 cm

135x92x50 cm

135x92x50 cm

178x49x50 cm

47x50x50 cm

LARGE   57x57 cm

SMALL   47x47 cm Flat                               3D

BuzziSpot
Sound absorbing round pouf

Bottom Ø x H CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Flat bottom anti skid Ø 18.50 x 18.50"  $440  $608  $675  $711  $899  $999 

bottom wood Ø 18.50 x 19.69"  $550  $718  $784  $820  $1,009  $1,108 
(recommended for contract market) 

wheels (4 pcs) Ø 18.50 x 19.69"  $915  $1,082  $1,148  $1,185  $1,374  $1,473 

3D bottom anti skid Ø 18.50 x 18.50"  $656  $831  $901  $941  $1,139  $1,244 

bottom wood Ø 18.50 x 19.69"  $763  $937  $1,007  $1,048  $1,245  $1,350 
(recommended for contract market) 

wheels (4 pcs) Ø 18.50 x 19.69"  $1,127  $1,302  $1,372  $1,411  $1,610  $1,714 

Required order information: model, bottom, fabric (CAT > collection > color) 

BuzziSuzzi
Rotating wooden tray
Ø 23.62" | H 1.57"

Oak Ash Ash Ash Ash
Natural Black Stained Walnut Stained White Wash

Medium $ 769 $ 699 $ 699 $ 699 $ 699

Required order information: Wood finish
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Square Rectangular

BuzziTab Soft
High performant sound absorbing wall panel with different depths
Back in MDF with Fixing System for horizontal or vertical mounting

W x H x D CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Square SQ-4 23.43" x 23.43" x 1.57"  $327  $389  $415  $427  $500  $536 

SQ-8 23.43" x 23.43" x 3.15"  $375  $444  $473  $487  $567  $608 

SQ-12 23.43" x 23.43" x 4.72"  $420  $495  $526  $543  $629  $675 

Rectangular R-4 46.85" x 23.43" x 1.57"  $460  $572  $617  $642  $769  $838 

R-8 46.85" x 23.43" x 3.15"  $536  $654  $703  $728  $863  $935 

R-12 46.85" x 23.43" x 4.72"  $658  $779  $827  $855  $992  $1.064 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > Collection > color)
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* These solid wood worktops may contain knots, natural color variations and drying splits as normal features of the product. 
This contributes to the uniqueness of each worktop.

Flat 3D

BuzziTemp
Upholstered acoustic workstation
Metal frame in umbra grey  | worktop in Antwerp Oak*

D x W Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 45.28 x 49.21" 47.24" Flat  $5,170  $5,945  $6,208  $6,356  $7,102  $7,496 
120 cm 3D  $5,361  $6,165  $6,428  $6,576  $7,322  $7,717 

53.15" Flat  $5,821  $6,693  $6,956  $7,104  $7,850  $8,245 
135 cm 3D  $6,032  $6,936  $7,200  $7,347  $8,094  $8,488 

M 45.28 x 64.96" 47.24" Flat  $5,840  $6,717  $6,996  $7,152  $7,945  $8,366 
120 cm 3D  $6,510  $7,486  $7,765  $7,922  $8,715  $9,135 

53.15" Flat  $6,604  $7,597  $7,877  $8,034  $8,827  $9,247 
135 cm 3D  $7,275  $8,368  $8,647  $8,803  $9,597  $10,017 

L 45.28 x 80.71" 47.24" Flat  $6,510  $7,486  $7,799  $7,974  $8,861  $9,332 
120 cm 3D  $7,082  $8,145  $8,459  $8,634  $9,521  $9,991 

53.15" Flat  $7,275  $8,368  $8,681  $8,856  $9,743  $10,213 
135 cm 3D  $7,964  $9,159  $9,472  $9,647  $10,534  $11,005 

S  M  L 

Worktop worktop in Antwerp Oak, without cable tray *  + $699  + $980  + $1,255 

worktop in Antwerp Oak, with cable tray *  + $864  + $1,139  + $1,662 

worktop in Antwerp Oak, with cable tray & light (LED) *  + $1,266  + $1,543  + $2,596 

set of alu brackets for customer-own worktop  + $399  + $399  + $464 
6 pcs 6 pcs 7 pcs

Options Bicolor (in same CAT)  + $646  + $646  + $923 

Required order information: size, height, Flat or 3D, fabric (CAT > collection > color), worktop, option
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L  XL     Metro        Triangle L   Triangle XL 

BuzziTile Flat
Acoustic wall tile in different flat models
Back in wood | without stitch
Not recommended for ceiling applications

Mounting  CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Square L 23.62 x 23.62" selfadhesive tape  $251  $288  $300  $307  $339  $357 

powermagnets  $481  $518  $530  $537  $569  $587 

Square XL 47.24 x 47.24" selfadhesive tape  $720  $834  $880  $905  $1,033  $1,100 

powermagnets  $1,157  $1,271  $1,317  $1,342  $1,470  $1,537 

Metro 15.75 x 31.50" selfadhesive tape  $262  $298  $314  $322  $370  $394 

powermagnets  $490  $526  $542  $550  $598  $622 

Triangle L 20.54 x 23.62" selfadhesive tape  $250  $288  $301  $307  $341  $357 

powermagnets  $479  $517  $530  $536  $570  $586 

Triangle XL 40.94 x 47.24" selfadhesive tape  $788  $901  $946  $971  $1,098  $1,166 

powermagnets  $1,076  $1,189  $1,234  $1,259  $1,386  $1,454 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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BuzziTile 3D
Acoustic wall tile in different 3D models and patterns
Not recommended for ceiling applications

Back Stitch Mounting CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Square L 23.62 x 23.62" felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $312  $319  $351  $370 
Frost, Lips, Spike, Arrow, Dune, 1SQ, 
4SQ, 25SQ, Rib

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $312  $319  $351  $370 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $299  $346  $357  $364  $396  $415 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $528  $575  $586  $593  $625  $644 

Square L 23.62 x 23.62" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $303  $357  $368  $375  $408  $425 
Radial, Waffle, Leaf, Bee wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $348  $402  $413  $420  $453  $470 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $577  $631  $642  $649  $682  $699 

Square XL 47.24 x 47.24" felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $752  $889  $934  $959  $1,087  $1,154 
Frost, Lips, Spike, Arrow, Dune, 
4SQ,16SQ, 100SQ, Rib

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $752  $889  $934  $959  $1,087  $1,154 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $900  $1,037  $1,082  $1,107  $1,235  $1,302 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,335  $1,472  $1,517  $1,542  $1,670  $1,737 

Square XL 47.24 x 47.24" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $799  $942  $988  $1,014  $1,141  $1,208 
Radial, Waffle, Leaf, Bee wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $947  $1,090  $1,136  $1,162  $1,289  $1,356 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,382  $1,525  $1,571  $1,597  $1,724  $1,791 

Metro 31.50 x 15.75" felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $267  $308  $324  $334  $380  $406 

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $267  $308  $324  $334  $380  $406 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $310  $351  $367  $377  $423  $449 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $540  $581  $597  $607  $653  $679 

Stone 23.62 x 35.43" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $276  $365  $399  $418  $517  $570 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $319  $408  $442  $461  $560  $613 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $662  $751  $785  $804  $903  $956 

Hexa 23.62 x 27.17" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $336  $370  $382  $389  $427  $447 
Spike, Frost, Bee, Why wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $379  $413  $425  $432  $470  $490 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $722  $756  $768  $775  $813  $833 

Penta 23.62 x 24.80" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $336  $370  $382  $389  $427  $447 
Kite wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $379  $413  $425  $432  $470  $490 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $722  $756  $768  $775  $813  $833 

Triangle L 20.54 x 23.62" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $314  $319  $353  $370 
Spike wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $299  $346  $359  $364  $398  $415 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $528  $575  $588  $593  $627  $644 

Triangle XL 40.94 x 47.24" felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $788  $901  $946  $971  $1,098  $1,166 
Spike wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $860  $973  $1,018  $1,043  $1,170  $1,238 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,221  $1,334  $1,379  $1,404  $1,531  $1,599 

Required order information: model, 3D pattern (seep. 92), back, stitch, fixing, fabric (CAT > collection > color)
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3D patterns

Triangle L Spike

Triangle XL Spike

Metro

Hexa Penta

Stone

    1SQ                          4SQ  25SQ       Rib

  Radial            Waffle  Leaf       Bee

   Frost             Lips            Spike         Arrow           Dune

        Frost                        Lips                        Spike       Arrow             Dune

          4SQ  16SQ        100SQ               Rib

      Radial      Waffle          Leaf             Bee

XL

L

Spike      Frost         Bee       Why                        Kite  
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WedgeBeam Cylinder

BuzziTotem
High performant sound absorbing freestanding pillar
Baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010)

Width Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Beam S 20.47" 47.24"  $1,766  $1,966  $2,046  $2,091  $2,319  $2,437 

M 20.47" 61.02"  $2,379  $2,637  $2,742  $2,800  $3,091  $3,247 

L 20.47" 74.80"  $2,794  $3,112  $3,237  $3,307  $3,667  $3,857 

Cylinder S Ø 20.47" 47.24"  $1,766  $2,009  $2,103  $2,158  $2,430  $2,576 

M Ø 20.47" 61.02"  $2,379  $2,679  $2,800  $2,866  $3,205  $3,384 

L Ø 20.47" 74.80"  $2,794  $3,151  $3,293  $3,374  $3,778  $3,991 

Wedge S 24.61" 47.24"  $1,766  $1,966  $2,046  $2,091  $2,319  $2,437 

M 24.61" 61.02"  $2,379  $2,637  $2,742  $2,800  $3,091  $3,247 

L 24.61" 74.80"  $2,794  $3,112  $3,237  $3,307  $3,667  $3,857 

Option Wheels Beam 4 wheels  $280 

Cylinder 5 wheels  $350 

Wedge 3 wheels  $210 

Required order information: model, height, fabric (CAT > collection > color), color baseplate, option
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BuzziTwist 
Freestanding curved room divider in sliced felt
incl. handles & 4 feet | width 98.43"

Height Sliced BuzziFelt

120 cm 47.24"  $3,011 

150 cm 59.06"  $3,761 

Options different fabric color front / back + $262/Twist 

Required order information: size, Sliced BuzziFelt color
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Snake

Hub

Cocoon

Work

Booth Standing
Meet

Focus

Team

Club

Desk

Booth

 BuzziVille Family

Snake

Hub

Cocoon

Work

Booth Standing
Meet

Focus

Team

Club

Desk

Booth

 BuzziVille Family

Booth Booth Standing

BuzziVille
Upholstered modular acoustic work environments  
Predefined Setups / Inspiration Models / Components

BuzziVille Predefined Setups 

Ville Booth
including light (LED) & worktop in Antwerp Oak with Ø 80 mm cable entry side
Incl. 3 grommets and worktop brackets in black or alu color

Length CAT A

Booth Flat S 51.18"  $10,850 

M 66.93"  $12,240 

L 82.68"  $13,263 

3D S 51.18"  $11,498 

M 66.93"  $12,932 

L 82.68"  $14,028 

Booth Standing Flat S 51.18"  $11,716 

3D S 51.18"  $12,318 

Worktop in White Laminate S  - $326

M  - $402

L  - $402

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), worktop finsih, cable entry option
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Snake

Hub

Cocoon

Work

Booth Standing
Meet

Focus

Team

Club

Desk

Booth

 BuzziVille Family

Snake

Hub

Cocoon

Work

Booth Standing
Meet

Focus

Team

Club

Desk

Booth

 BuzziVille Family

Hub Hub Open

Ville Hub
Incl. 1 grommet under bench 

Length CAT A

Hub Flat S 51.18"  $12,180 

M 66.93"  $14,333 

L 82.68"  $15,552 

3D S 51.18"  $12,954 

M 66.93"  $15,203 

L 82.68"  $16,480 

Hub Open Flat S 51.18"  $12,682 

M 66.93"  $14,836 

L 82.68"  $16,140 

Options light (LED) + $634 

Antwerp Oak White Laminate

Tablet S 41.14"  + $653  + $442 

M 56.89"  + $691  + $557 

L 72.64"  + $730  + $673 

CAT B

Bench in CAT B S 41.14" + $329 

M 56.89" + $428 

L 72.64" + $517 

Required order information: model, size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), option
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Meet Solo Meet +1 Module

Ville Meet
Incl. one worktop in Oak with 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry | Worktop height always 75 cm
Start with one Meet Solo and connect as many Meet-Modules in varying sizes as you want
Only Meet-modules with the same side panel height can be combined

Worktop Side Panel CAT A CAT B

L x D H D Solo + 1 module Solo + 1 module
1 central panel & 1 worktop

1 central panel & 1 
worktop

S 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $5,369  $3,580  $5,817  $3,804 
125 x 90 cm 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $6,101  $3,946  $6,643  $4,217 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $5,939  $3,865  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $6,881  $4,336  -  - 

M 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $5,799  $4,010  $6,247  $4,234 
165 x 90 cm 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $6,531  $4,376  $7,073  $4,647 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $6,369  $4,295  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $7,311  $4,766  -  - 

L 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $6,229  $4,440  $6,677  $4,664 
205 x 90 cm 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $6,961  $4,806  $7,503  $5,077 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $6,799  $4,725  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $7,741  $5,196  -  - 

Options Worktop in White Laminate S  - $629/Worktop 

M  - $792/Worktop 

L  - $1,087/Worktop 

Required order information: size worktop, size panels (H x D), fabric (CAT > collection > color), option, # of modules, drawing
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Desk Solo Desk +1 Module 

Ville Desk
Incl. one set of 2 worktops in oak | Worktop height 75 cm or 108 cm 
Cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15")  or 1 x cable entry 3.15" (S) | 2 x cable entry 3.15" (M, L) 
Start with one Desk Solo and connect as many Desk-Modules in varying sizes as you want 
Only Desk-modules with the same side panel height can be combined 

Worktop Side Panel CAT A CAT B

L x D H D Solo + 1 module Solo + 1 module
1 central panel, 2 worktops 

& 1 Desk Connect 
1 central panel, 2 worktops 

& 1 Desk Connect 

S 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $6,808  + $5,019  $7,360  + $5,347 
2 x (125 x 80 cm) 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $7,540  + $5,385  $8,186  + $5,760 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $7,378  + $5,304  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $8,320  + $5,775  -  - 

M 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $7,706  + $5,917  $8,288  + $6,275 
2 x (165 x 80 cm) 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $8,438  + $6,283  $9,114  + $6,688 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $8,276  + $6,202  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $9,218  + $6,673  -  - 

L 47.24" 64.96" 165 cm  $8,553  + $6,764  $9,163  + $7,150 
2 x (205 x 80 cm) 120 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $9,285  + $7,130  $9,989  + $7,563 

53.15" 64.96" 165 cm  $9,123  + $7,049  -  - 
135 cm 80.71" 205 cm  $10,065  + $7,520  -  - 

Options Worktop in White Laminate S  - $742/2 Worktops 

M  - $1,408/2 Worktops 

L  - $1,516/2 Worktops  

Required order information: size worktop, worktop height, size panels (H x D), fabric (CAT > collection > color), option, # of modules, drawing
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BuzziVille Inspiration Models
With BuzziVille Components you can compose your own office landscape. We listed some inspirational models to get you started.
* Note these prices are indicative. Pricing is dependant on the size and the options choosen for each set-up. Check the list of 
components (p. 64 - 66) when changing the inspiration models.

Work
Height 53.15" | 3D

Components unit price # total price

Panel Start/Stop Left 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,266 1  $2,266 

Panel Start/Stop Right 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,266 1  $2,266 

Panel Mid Large 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,170 1  $2,170 

Worktop Flat Large 1 x cable entry central Oak  $1,399 1  $1,399 

 $8,101* 

Snake
H 59.06" | Flat

Components unit price # total price

Panel Start/Stop Right Flat 59.06" CAT A  $2,270 2  $4,540 

Panel S-connect Right Flat 59.06" CAT A  $2,643 1  $2,643 

Panel Mid Small Flat 59.06" CAT A  $1,428 2  $2,856 

Worktop Triangle Right notch along the back Oak  $864 4  $3,456 

Grommet in 3 panels -  $178 3  $534 

 $14,029*

Focus
H 53.15" | 3D

Components unit price # total price

Panel Start/Stop Left 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,266 1  $2,266 

Panel Start/Stop Right 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,266 1  $2,266 

Panel Mid Small 3D 53.15" CAT A  $1,297 2  $2,594 

Panel J-connect Right 3D 53.15" CAT A  $2,288 1  $2,288 

Worktop Shape Left  Ø 3.15" cable entry Oak  $1,341 1  $1,341 

Worktop Triangle Right notch along the back Oak  $864 1  $864 

 $11,619* 
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Club
H 59.06" | 3D

Components unit price # total price

Panel Start/Stop Left 3D 59.06" CAT A  $2,429 1  $2,429 

Panel Start/Stop Right 3D 59.06" CAT A  $2,429 1  $2,429 

Panel Mid Medium 3D 59.06" CAT A  $2,006 2  $4,012 

Panel J-connect Left 3D 59.06" CAT A  $2,612 1  $2,612 

Panel J-connect Right 3D 59.06" CAT A  $2,612 1  $2,612 

Panel Mid Media Small 3D 59.06" CAT A  $3,409 1  $3,409 

Worktop Club WT Medium 1 x  Ø 3.15" cable entry Oak  $1,735 1  $1,735 

TV-Mount  $665 1  $665 

Bench Medium CAT A  $4,213 2  $8,426 

Light  $634 2  $1,268 

 $29,597* 

Cocoon
H 70.86" | 3D

Components unit price # total price

Panel Start/Stop Left 3D 70.86" CAT A  $2,895 2  $5,790 

Panel Start/Stop Right 3D 70.86" CAT A  $2,895 2  $5,790 

Panel Mid Large 3D 70.86" CAT A  $3,131 1  $3,131 

Panel Mid Media Large 3D 70.86" CAT A  $5,114 1  $5,114 

Worktop Cocoon WT Medium 2 x  Ø 3.15" cable entry Oak  $5,575 1  $5,575 

TV-Mount  $665 1  $665 

 $26,065* 
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01
REVISION

 008 

 008 LEFT FLAT/3D

RIGHT FLAT/3D

LEFT FLAT/3D

RIGHT FLAT/3D

LEFT FLAT/3D

RIGHT FLAT/3D

LEFT FLAT/3D

RIGHT FLAT/3D

BuzziVille Components 

Panels

CAT A CAT B CAT A CAT A CAT A

47.24" 47.24" 53.15" 59.06" 70.86"
120 cm 120 cm 135 cm 150 cm 180 cm

Start Stop Left Flat  $1,913  $2,201  $2,057  $2,270  $2,713 

3D  $2,097  $2,398  $2,266  $2,429  $2,895 

Right Flat  $1,913  $2,201  $2,057  $2,270  $2,713 

3D  $2,097  $2,398  $2,266  $2,429  $2,895 

Mid Small Flat  $988  $1,134  $1,127  $1,428  $1,709 

3D  $1,139  $1,297  $1,297  $1,579  $1,867 

Medium Flat  $1,370  $1,576  $1,621  $1,848  $2,205 

3D  $1,550  $1,771  $1,841  $2,006  $2,378 

Large Flat  $1,826  $2,098  $1,934  $2,443  $2,924 

3D  $2,021  $2,309  $2,170  $2,631  $3,131 

Mid End Left Flat  $1,537  $1,723  $1,849  $2,123  $2,529 

3D  $1,606  $1,793  $1,950  $2,253  $2,707 

Right Flat  $1,537  $1,723  $1,849  $2,123  $2,529 

3D  $1,606  $1,793  $1,950  $2,253  $2,707 

Mid Media Small Flat  $2,996  $3,330  $3,146  $3,345  $3,562 

3D  $3,035  $3,374  $3,203  $3,409  $3,683 

Medium Flat  $3,619  $4,023  $3,734  $3,901  $4,366 

3D  $3,684  $4,095  $3,787  $3,998  $4,465 

Large Flat  $4,128  $4,588  $4,234  $4,513  $4,888 

3D  $4,218  $4,687  $4,352  $4,647  $5,114 

S-Connect Left Flat  $2,355  $2,708  $2,484  $2,643  $3,164 

3D  $2,624  $2,912  $2,780  $2,879  $3,429 

Right Flat  $2,355  $2,708  $2,484  $2,643  $3,164 

3D  $2,624  $2,912  $2,780  $2,879  $3,429 

J-Connect Left Flat  $1,915  $2,203  $2,055  $2,439  $2,926 

3D  $2,109  $2,412  $2,288  $2,612  $3,115 

Right Flat  $1,915  $2,203  $2,055  $2,439  $2,926 

3D  $2,109  $2,412  $2,288  $2,612  $3,115 

Options Grommet for cables + $178/Grommet
Already included in Mid Media Panel

Required order information: model, height, fabric (CAT > collection > color), option
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01

Club WT

Small 

Medium

Large

Cocoon WT Flat WT Shape

Left

Right

Triangle
 Ø 80 mm 
cable entry

 Ø 80 mm 
cable entry

central 
cable entry notchØ 3.15" 

cable entry
Ø 3.15" cable 
entry

Worktops
Brackets in black or alu color

Cable Entry Antwerp Oak White Laminate

Club WT S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $1,475  $810 
Only with MidPanel S M 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $1,735  $1,011 

L 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $1,934  $1,215 

Cocoon WT S 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $5,298  $2,975 

Only with MidPanel L M 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $5,575  $3,234 

L 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $5,862  $3,484 

Flat WT S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $864  $538 

1 x cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15")  $864  $538 

M 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $1,151  $749 

1 x cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15")  $1,151  $749 

L 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side  $1,399  $997 

1 x cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15")  $1,399  $997 

Shape Left S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side & notch (not for HPL)  $1,341  $673 

Shape Right S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side & notch (not for HPL)  $1,341  $673 

Triangle Left S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry central  $956  $534 

notch along the back (not for White Laminate)  $864  $442 

Triangle Right S 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry central  $956  $534 

notch along the back (not for White Laminate)  $864  $442 

Required order information: model, size, cable entry, wood finsih
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SPLIT PANEL H120

5/11/2015
A3

SHEET 2 OF 5

SCALE:1:10

MODIFIED

PRODUCT

CREATED

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

28/09/2015
BYBY laurens

REVISION

01

Netbox Point Single
excl. cable management

Socket Type Communication Module

Netbox Point Single
incl. cable management

Netbox Point Single
+ Alu Cover
incl. cable management

Netbox Point Double
incl. cable management

Netbox Point Double 
+ Alu Cover
incl. cable management

F   NL|DE|LUX

E  BE|FR

G UK

B US

HDMI

DATA

USB

HDMI

DATA

USB

HDMI

DATA

USB

Electrification
Each electrification unit consists of a power socket & 2 communication modules (HDMI, DATA or USB) 

Worktop Cable entry Worktop Height

Netbox Point Single 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side n/a  $375 
excl. cable management

Netbox Point Single 1 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side 29.53"  $599 
incl. cable management 42.52"  $599 

Netbox Point Single + Alu Cover 1 x cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15") 29.53"  $1,139 
incl. cable management 42.52"  $1,139 

Netbox Point Double 2 x Ø 3.15" cable entry side 29.53"  $1,109 
incl. cable management 42.52"  $1,109 

Netbox Point Double + Alu Cover 1 x cable entry central (12.6 x 3.15") 29.53"  $1,509 
incl. cable management 42.52"  $1,509 

Required order information: model, height, socket type

TV-Mount
For 32"- 55" screens |  Metal powder coated in black

TV-Mount  $665 

Splitpanel

Width Height CAT A CAT B

Splitpanel 37.40" 47.24"  $1,523  $1,754 

53.15"  $1,581  $1,819 

Required order information: height, fabric (CAT > collection > color) 
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A (1 : 5)

TABLET SMALL FLAT

14/10/2015
A3

SHEET 2 OF 4

SCALE:1:10

MODIFIED

PRODUCT

CREATED

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

15/09/2015
BYBY laurens

REVISION

01
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B (1 : 5)

TABLET MEDIUM FLAT

14/10/2015
A3

SHEET 3 OF 4

SCALE:1:10

MODIFIED

PRODUCT

CREATED

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

15/09/2015
BYBY laurens

REVISION
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C (1 : 5)

TABLET LARGE  FLAT

14/10/2015
A3

SHEET 4 OF 4

SCALE:1:10

MODIFIED

PRODUCT

CREATED

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

15/09/2015
BYBY laurens

REVISION

01

Tablet
with 2 x Ø 80 mm cable entry | depth: 18 cm

Length Antwerp Oak White Laminate

S 41.14"  $653  $442 

M 56.89"  $691  $557 

L 72.64"  $730  $673 

Required order information: size, wood finish

Bench
seating height from floor 46 cm | depth: 75 cm

Length CAT A CAT B

S 43.31"  $3,223  $3,552 

M 59.06"  $4,213  $4,641 

L 74.80"  $4,759  $5,276 

Options light (LED) behind bench + $634 

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), options

Cupboard
with 2 sliding doors | height: 42 cm | depth: 70 cm

Length Oak White Laminate

S 43.31"  $4,643  $2,785 

M 59.06"  $5,015  $2,971 

L 74.80"  $5,759  $3,530 

Required order information: size, wood finish
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50cm

[19,7"]

50cm

[19,7"]

35cm

[13,8"]

6,3cm

[2,5"]

50cm

[19,7"]

56,3cm

[22,2"]

50,9cm

[20,0"]

50cm

[19,7"]

50cm

[19,7"]

35cm

[13,8"]

6,3cm

[2,5"]

150cm

[59,1"]

156,3cm

[61,5"]

50,9cm

[20,0"]

50cm

[19,7"]

50cm

[19,7"]

35cm

[13,8"]

6,3cm

[2,5"]

200cm

[78,7"]

206,3cm

[81,2"]

50,9cm

[20,0"]

BuzziWings
Fixed suspended acoustic room divider
ceiling application | not suitable to hang from suspended ceiling systems

+ extra layer

Ceiling Part Height vertical part FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

19.68 x 19.68" XS 19.68"  $1,190  $1,259  $1,447  $1,483  $1,504  $1,608  $1,662 

S 39.37"  $1,331  $1,439  $1,655  $1,709  $1,740  $1,891  $1,970 

M 59.06"  $1,478  $1,650  $1,898  $1,968  $2,009  $2,206  $2,311 

L 78.74"  $1,637  $1,862  $2,141  $2,228  $2,276  $2,521  $2,651 

XL 98.43"  $1,794  $2,079  $2,391  $2,493  $2,550  $2,843  $2,997 

XXL 118.11"  $1,961  $2,302  $2,648  $2,769  $2,836  $3,174  $3,355 

19.68 x 19.68" Without vertical part  $949  $1,006  $1,158  $1,194  $1,213  $1,317  $1,372 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $262/Wing

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), options
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Desk Right Desk Left Desk Full

BuzziWrap Desk
Desk divider
Fix included in black (RAL 9005), white (RAL 9010) or alu color (RAL 9006)
Standard US desk sizes: 48" = Front S | 60" = Front M | 72" = Front XL 
Min front size: 40"

Height above desk Side Front
Total Height XS S M L XL

≤47" ≤55" ≤63" ≤71" ≤79"

Desk Right 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $994  $1,034  $1,075  $1,118  $1,163 
Incl. 3 fixes
2 for front side and one for side

20.67" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,054  $1,096  $1,140  $1,186  $1,233 

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,059  $1,101  $1,145  $1,191  $1,239 
24.61" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,122  $1,167  $1,214  $1,263  $1,399 

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,127  $1,173  $1,220  $1,269  $1,319 
28.54" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,195  $1,243  $1,293  $1,345  $1,399 

Desk Left 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $994  $1,034  $1,075  $1,118  $1,163 
Incl. 3 fixes
2 for front side and one for side

20.67" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,054  $1,096  $1,140  $1,186  $1,233 

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,059  $1,101  $1,145  $1,191  $1,239 
24.61" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,122  $1,167  $1,214  $1,263  $1,399 

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,127  $1,173  $1,220  $1,269  $1,319 
28.54" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,195  $1,243  $1,293  $1,345  $1,399 

Desk Full 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,299  $1,351  $1,405  $1,461  $1,520 
Incl. 4 fixes
2 for front side and 2 for sides

20.67" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,376  $1,432  $1,489  $1,549 -

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,383  $1,438  $1,496  $1,556  $1,618 
24.61" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,466  $1,525  $1,586  $1,649 -

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,473  $1,532  $1,593  $1,657  $1,724 
28.54" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,561  $1,624  $1,689  $1,757  -

Mounting Desk Mounted Fix L  worktop thickness 0.47" > 1.10"  incl. 

Fix L-plus  worktop thickness 1.10" > 1.69"  incl. 

Fix XL  worktop thickness 1.10" > 2.28"  incl. 

Fix XXL  worktop thickness 3.07" > 3.86" (apply for BuzziPicNic Desk)  incl.  

Option Bicolor  $254 

Required order information: model, height above desk, side(s), lenght front, BuzziFelt color (if bicolor, back and front),
      fix front, fix side(s), color of fixes, option
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Desk Right Desk Left Desk Full

BuzziWrap FrontDesk
Desk divider
Fix included in black (RAL 9005), white (RAL 9010) or alu color (RAL 9006)
Standard US desk sizes: 48" = Front S | 60" = Front M | 72" = Front XL 
Min front size: 40"

Height above desk Side Front
Total Height XS S M L XL

≤47" ≤55" ≤63" ≤71" ≤79"

Desk Right 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,292  $1,344  $1,398  $1,454  $1,512 
Incl. 3 fixes
2 for front side and one for side

39.37" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,370  $1,425  $1,482  $1,541  $1,603 

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,376  $1,431  $1,489  $1,548  $1,610 
43.31" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,459  $1,517  $1,578  $1,641  $1,818 

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,466  $1,524  $1,586  $1,649  $1,715 
47.24" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,554  $1,616  $1,681  $1,748  $1,818 

Desk Left 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,292  $1,344  $1,398  $1,454  $1,512 
Incl. 3 fixes
2 for front side and one for side

39.37" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,370  $1,425  $1,482  $1,541  $1,603 

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,376  $1,431  $1,489  $1,548  $1,610 
43.31" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,459  $1,517  $1,578  $1,641  $1,818 

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,466  $1,524  $1,586  $1,649  $1,715 
47.24" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,554  $1,616  $1,681  $1,748  $1,818 

Desk Full 13.78" 35 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,688  $1,756  $1,826  -  - 
Incl. 4 fixes
2 for front side and 2 for sides

39.37" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,789  $1,861  $1,936  -  - 

17.72" 45 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,798  $1,870  $1,945  -  - 
43.31" 23.62" 60 cm  $1,906  $1,982  $2,061  -  - 

21.65" 55 cm 15.75" 40 cm  $1,915  $1,991  $2,071  -  - 
47.24" 23.62" 60 cm  $2,030  $2,111  $2,195  -  - 

Mounting Desk Mounted Fix L  worktop thickness 0.47" > 1.10"  incl. 

Fix L-plus  worktop thickness 1.10" > 1.69"  incl. 

Fix XL  worktop thickness 1.10" > 2.28"  incl. 

Fix XXL  worktop thickness 3.07" > 3.86" (apply for BuzziPicNic Desk)  incl.  

Option Bicolor  $254 

Required order information: model, height above desk, side(s), lenght front, BuzziFelt color (if bicolor, back and front),
      fix front, fix side(s), color of fixes, option
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S
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M

M

BuzziZepp
Suspended acoustic element

L x W CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

S 78.74" x 46.06"  $4,373  $4,686  $4,841  $4,928  $5,368  $5,601 

M 118.11" x 46.06"  $5,248  $5,717  $5,950  $6,080  $6,740  $7,089 

Mounting Ceiling suspended S 4 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

4 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $349  

M 6 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

6 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $474  

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option 

BuzziZepp LED
Suspended acoustic element with LED line
Black metal ceiling canopy and transparant power cable 
LED line: 110 - 120V | 50/60Hz | 3000K | 2300(S) - 4600(M) Lumen | Black metal ceiling canopy | cULus listed

L x W Output CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

S 78.74" x 46.06" 2300 Lumen  $6,991  $7,297  $7,451  $7,539  $7,978  $8,211 

M 118.11" x 46.06" 4600 Lumen  $8,762  $9,231  $9,464  $9,595  $10,255  $10,603 

Mounting Ceiling suspended S 4 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

4 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $349  

M 6 cables of 78.74" (black or alu color) incl.

6 cables of 196.85" (black or alu color) + $474  

Required order information: size, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option 
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A B

C

x=connection parts

x

x

x

BuzziZone 
Acoustic room divider 
Panels in BuzziFelt | Incl. 3 Connection Parts in CAT A > Fabric 

W x D x H FELT

1 size 81.89" x 42.52" x 49.21"   $2,324  

  

Options Multicolor + $480/Zone 
different colors possible for panel A, panel B, panel C and connection parts

Required order information: BuzziFelt color, connection parts color (CAT A > fabric), options
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Fabrics
Orders per meter: Only possible for orders of minimum 5 meters. The minimum piece or cut length of 5 meter shall be faultless. For any other cut length, 
more than 5 meters, a fault occurrence shall be marked in the selvage for which the total length of the fabric shall be increased with 10 cm for free.
Orders per roll: Fabric faults are flagged with a marker placed in the selvage. The occurrence of faults or defects is not more than 1 in every 10 meters, for 
a total of no more than 5 faults in any 50 meter piece.

Size roll (L x W x T) Price per yard Price per roll

FELT - BuzziFelt ca. 27,34 yd  x 66.93" x 0.24"  $146  $3,083 

CAT A - Fabric ca. 54,68 yd x 58.27" x 0.03"  $135  $5,631 

CAT A - Rough ca. 43,74 yd x 58.27" x 0.045"  $135  $4,645 

CAT A - Trevira CS ca  54.68 yd x 55.12" x 0.045" Trevira CS+ will be delivered with a width 55.12"  $135  $5,203 

CAT B - Terra ca. 54,68 yd x 53.94" x 0.045"  $148  $6,868 

CAT B - Velvet ca. 43.74 yd x 55.12" x 0.027"  $148  $5,203 

CAT C - Tartan ca. 54,68 yd x 58.27" x 0.045"  $165  $7,628 

Required order information: fabric (CAT > collection > color)
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product Felt Leather CAT A

Vegetal Vintage Fabric Rough Trevira CS+ Trevira CS Revive 1 Revive 2

100% Recycl P.E.T. Felt 100% Leather 100% Leather
75% Recycled Wool 

25% Recycled Polyacryl
100% Polyacryl 100% Trevira 100% Trevira

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

BuzziBack         

BuzziBag         

BuzziBalance         

BuzziBell         

BuzziBlinds Classic         

BuzziBlinds Plain         

Lines         

BuzziBlox         

BuzziBoard         

BuzziBooth Single         

Standing         

Side by side         

BuzziBooth Screen Single         

Double         

BuzziBooth Targa H 120          

H 135         

BuzziBounce         

BuzziBox         

BuzziBox Travel         

BuzziBrickBack         

BuzziBrickBack Architectural         

BuzziCactus         

BuzziCane         

BuzziChandelier         

BuzziClipse         

BuzziCockpit         

BuzziCube Flat         

3D         

BuzziDee Flat         

3D         

BuzziDesk         

BuzziDesk Cross         

BuzziDesk FlipFlop         

BuzziDesk Split         

BuzziDish         

BuzziDome         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Terra Clara 2 Remix 2 Velvet Tartan Hero Tonus 4 Memory 2 Matrix

100% Pure  
New Wool

92% New Wool  
worsted  

8% Nylon

90% New Wool  
worsted 

10% Nylon
100% polyester

100% Pure New Wool  
or 100% Lambswool

96% New Wool  
4% Nylon

90% New Wool 
10% Helanca

100% Trevira CS 100% Trevira CS

BuzziBack         

BuzziBag         

BuzziBalance         

BuzziBell         

BuzziBlind Classic         

BuzziBlind No lines         

Lines         

BuzziBlox         

BuzziBoard         

BuzziBooth Single         

Standing         

Side by side         

BuzziBooth Screen Single         

Double         

BuzziBooth Targa H 120          

H 135         

BuzziBounce         

BuzziBox         

BuzziBox Travel         

BuzziBrickBack         

BuzziBrickBack Architectural         

BuzziCactus         

BuzziCane         

BuzziChandelier         

BuzziClipse         

BuzziCockpit         

BuzziCube Flat         

3D         

BuzziDee Flat         

3D         

BuzziDesk         

BuzziDesk Cross         

BuzziDesk FlipFlop         

BuzziDesk Split         

BuzziDish         

BuzziDome         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product Felt Leather CAT A

Vegetal Vintage Fabric Rough Trevira CS+ Trevira CS Revive 1 Revive 2

100% Recycl P.E.T. Felt 100% Leather 100% Leather
75% Recycled Wool 

25% Recycled Polyacryl
100% Polyacryl 100% Trevira 100% Trevira

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

BuzziDonut         

BuzziFalls         

BuzziFalls Standing         

BuzziFloat         

BuzziFree H ≤ 120 cm W ≤ 200 cm         

H ≤ 140 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 140 cm W ≤ 200 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 140 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 180 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 140 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 180 cm         

BuzziFrio         

BuzziFrontDesk         

BuzziGrid         

BuzziGrip         

BuzziHat         

BuzziHive         

BuzziHood Flat         

3D         

BuzziHub Hub         

Side         

Single         

Bench         

Cushion         

Armrest         

BuzziHub Table Acoustic layer         

BuzziJet         

BuzziKey Soft         

BuzziLand Oval / Round Flat         

Oval / Round 3D         

Virgule         

BuzziLight Mono         

BuzziLight Alhambra / Royal         

BuzziLoose Flat         

3D         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Terra Clara 2 Remix 2 Velvet Tartan Hero Tonus 4 Memory 2 Matrix

100% Pure  
New Wool

92% New Wool  
worsted  

8% Nylon

90% New Wool  
worsted 

10% Nylon
100% polyester

100% Pure New Wool
or 100% Lambswool

96% New Wool  
4% Nylon

90% New Wool 
10% Helanca

100% Trevira CS 100% Trevira CS

BuzziDonut         

BuzziFalls         

BuzziFalls Standing         

BuzziFloat         

BuzziFree H ≤ 120 cm W ≤ 200 cm         

H ≤ 140 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 140 cm W ≤ 200 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 140 cm         

H ≤ 160 cm W ≤ 180 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 120 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 140 cm         

H ≤ 180 cm W ≤ 180 cm         

BuzziFrio         

BuzziFrontDesk         

BuzziGrid         

BuzziGrip         

BuzziHat         

BuzziHive         

BuzziHood Flat         

3D         

BuzziHub Hub         

Side         

Single         

Bench         

Cushion         

Armrest         

BuzziHub Table Acoustic layer         

BuzziJet         

BuzziKey Soft         

BuzziLand Oval / Round Flat         

Oval / Round 3D         

Virgule         

BuzziLight Mono         

BuzziLight Alhambra / Royal         

BuzziLoose Flat         

3D         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product Felt Leather CAT A

Vegetal Vintage Fabric Rough Trevira CS+ Trevira CS Revive 1 Revive 2

100% Recycl P.E.T. Felt 100% Leather 100% Leather
75% Recycled Wool 

25% Recycled Polyacryl
100% Polyacryl 100% Trevira 100% Trevira

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

BuzziMe         

BuzziMilk         

BuzziMood         

BuzziMoon         

BuzziNordic ST101         

ST111         

ST102         

ST103         

ST101 Ottoman         

ST111 Ottoman         

ST101 Footstool         

BuzziNordic ST200         

BuzziPicNic Desk High Connect Panel         

Bench Cushion         

BuzziPlant         

BuzziPleat         

BuzziPleat LED         

BuzziPod Flat / 3D         

BuzziPouf Flat         

3D         

BuzziProp LED         

BuzziPuzzle         

BuzziScreen         

BuzziScreen Mix         

BuzziShade Pendant         

Standing         

Square         

BuzziSkin         

BuzziSkin Cuts         

BuzziSkin Printed         

BuzziSpark Shields         

Cushions         

BuzziSpot Flat         

3D         

BuzziTab Soft         

BuzziTemp         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Terra Clara 2 Remix 2 Velvet Tartan Hero Tonus 4 Memory 2 Matrix

100% Pure  
New Wool

92% New Wool  
worsted  

8% Nylon

90% New Wool  
worsted 

10% Nylon
100% polyester

100% Pure New Wool
or 100% Lambswool

96% New Wool  
4% Nylon

90% New Wool 
10% Helanca

100% Trevira CS 100% Trevira CS

BuzziMe         

BuzziMilk         

BuzziMood         

BuzziMoon         

BuzziNordic ST101         

ST111         

ST102         

ST103         

ST101 Ottoman         

ST111 Ottoman         

ST101 Footstool         

BuzziNordic ST200         

BuzziPicNic Desk High Connect Panel         

Bench Cushion         

BuzziPlant         

BuzziPleat         

BuzziPleat LED         

BuzziPod Flat         

3D         

BuzziPouf Flat         

3D         

BuzziProp LED         

BuzziPuzzle         

BuzziScreen         

BuzziScreen Mix         

BuzziShade Pendant         

Standing         

Square         

BuzziSkin         

BuzziSkin Cuts         

BuzziSkin Printed         

BuzziSpark Shield         

Cushions         

BuzziSpot Flat         

3D         

BuzziTab Soft         

BuzziTemp         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product Felt Leather CAT A

Vegetal Vintage Fabric Rough Trevira CS+ Trevira CS Revive 1 Revive 2

100% Recycl P.E.T. Felt 100% Leather 100% Leather
75% Recycled Wool 

25% Recycled Polyacryl
100% Polyacryl 100% Trevira 100% Trevira

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

100% Recycl.  

polyester FR

BuzziTile Flat         

3D         

BuzziTotem         

BuzziTwist         

BuzziVille Panel H 120 cm         

Panel H 135 cm         

Panel H 150 cm         

Panel H 180 cm         

Bench         

Booth / Booth Standing         

Hub         

Hub Open         

Split Panel         

BuzziWings         

BuzziWrap Desk         

BuzziWrap FrontDesk         

BuzziZepp         

BuzziZepp LED         

BuzziZone Zone         

Connection Parts         
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APPLICATION 
OVERVIEW

Felts, Fabrics & Leather

Find the latest update of the application 
overview on our website: www.buzzi.space

  Not possible
  Possible
  Sliced BuzziFelt

Product CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

Terra Clara 2 Remix 2 Velvet Tartan Hero Tonus 4 Memory 2 Matrix

100% Pure  
New Wool

92% New Wool  
worsted  

8% Nylon

90% New Wool  
worsted 

10% Nylon
100% polyester

100% Pure New Wool
or 100% Lambswool

96% New Wool  
4% Nylon

90% New Wool 
10% Helanca

100% Trevira CS 100% Trevira CS

BuzziTile Flat         

3D         

BuzziTotem         

BuzziTwist         

BuzziVille Panel H 120 cm         

Panel H 135 cm         

Panel H 150 cm         

Panel H 180 cm         

Bench         

Booth / Booth Standing         

Hub         

Hub Open         

Split Panel         

BuzziWings         

BuzziWrap Desk         

BuzziWrap FrontDesk         

BuzziZepp         

BuzziZepp LED         

BuzziZone Zone         

Connection Parts         
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General Sales Conditions
1. These General Sales Conditions apply to all sales agreements of BuzziSpace, to the exclusion of the purchasing conditions of the customer.

2. An order is only binding when BuzziSpace has confirmed this order in writing with an order confirmation, or, in the event of advance payment, a pro 
forma invoice.
Changes to an order must be reported within 24 hours of the receipt of the order confirmation or pro forma invoice. After these 24 hours no changes shall 
be accepted.
In the event of cancellation of the order, the customer shall owe a fixed and irreducible compensation of 50 percent of the order. 

3. All payments are made in the currency specified in the order confirmation or pro forma invoice of BuzziSpace. All taxes, duties and levies that relate to 
the goods supplied, even if they are introduced after the order confirmation or pro forma invoice of BuzziSpace, are fully to the charge of the customer. 

4. The delivery time stated by BuzziSpace is purely indicative. Delays in delivery may not under any circumstances give rise to any compensation or 
cancellation of the order. 

5. The goods are supplied at the warehouse of BuzziSpace. The transport of the ordered goods is to the charge and at the risk of the customer. BuzziSpace 
may not be held liable for any damage to or loss of goods as soon as these goods have left the warehouse of BuzziSpace. 

6. The goods remain the property of BuzziSpace until full payment of the agreed price, costs, interest and any compensation. All risks of loss or destruction 
of the goods are to the charge of the customer as of delivery. Until the ownership of the goods is actually transferred to the customer, the customer is 
expressly prohibited from alienating the goods, making them immoveable or processing them, using the goods as a means of payment, pledging them or 
encumbering them with any other security rights. 
The down-payments paid by the customer shall be considered as rent for the enjoyment of the goods by the customer. If the customer does resell the goods 
belonging to BuzziSpace, even processed, as of today he shall transfer to BuzziSpace as a guarantee all accounts receivable arising from this resale. 

7. Upon delivery of the goods the customer shall immediately take receipt of these goods and examine whether the goods supplied correspond to what is 
stipulated in the order confirmation or pro forma invoice. Every complaint on account of visible defects must be submitted to BuzziSpace in writing, at the 
latest within 5 days following the receipt of the goods. Complaints shall only be valid if the goods are not yet being used by the customer. These complaints 
shall not suspend the payment obligations of the customer. If the complaint of the customer is well founded, BuzziSpace shall, except in the event of fraud, 
be entitled to choose either to repair or replace the good concerned, or to take back the good concerned and to refund the purchase price. The customer 
expressly renounces the right to cancel the purchase and to claim any compensation. 
Except in the event of fraud, BuzziSpace shall not accept customer complaints relating to a fabric color deviation. 

8. Hidden defects in the goods must be immediately reported in writing by the customer to BuzziSpace, and that the latest within 1 year of delivery. This 
report shall not suspend the payment obligations of the customer. Except in the event of fraud, BuzziSpace shall be entitled to choose to either repair or 
replace the good with hidden defects, or to refund to the customer a part of the purchase price in proportion to the seriousness of the hidden defect. The 
customer expressly renounces the right to claim the cancellation of the purchase. 

9. Unless stipulated otherwise and except in the event of intent, the contractual and extra-contractual liability of BuzziSpace shall be limited at all times 
to an amount of three times the value of the order concerned, even in the event of serious misconduct. This total amount of three times the value of the 
order may never exceed the maximum amount of EUR 200.000,00 in total, even in the event of serious misconduct. Except in the event of intent, the 
liability of BuzziSpace, even in the event of serious misconduct, is in all respects limited to pure physical injury and fabric collection damage. BuzziSpace 
is consequently  not bound to compensate for, for example but not limited to, intangible, indirect or consequential damage such as loss of profit, loss of 
turnover, loss of income, production restrictions, administration or personnel costs, increase of general costs, loss of clientele or claims of third parties. This 
list is not exhaustive.

10. Except in the event of a written stipulation to the contrary, the invoices of BuzziSpace are payable within 30 days of the invoice date at the latest. 
BuzziSpace reserves the right to request entire or partial advance payment in the event of (but not limited to) large deliveries or if there are serious 
suspicions that the creditworthiness of the customer is inadequate. In the event of the non-payment of the invoice within 30 days, interest on arrears of 10% 
shall be due, automatically and without a prior default notice, and fixed compensation of 10% of the still outstanding invoice amount shall be due (with a 
minimum of EUR 50), without prejudice to the right of BuzziSpace to claim higher compensation, subject to proof of greater actual damage suffered. 

11. The non-payment on the due date of one single invoice shall make the outstanding balance of all the other invoices, even those not yet due, 
automatically immediately payable. In addition, BuzziSpace shall be entitled, without a prior default notice, to entirely or partially suspend its obligations 
with respect to the customer, if the customer does not observe, for whatever reason, his payment obligations for the order concerned, as well as for any 
other order with respect to BuzziSpace. 

12. If the confidence of BuzziSpace in the creditworthiness of the customer is reduced by demonstrable events that call into question the confidence in the 
good performance of the obligations entered into by the customer and/or makes it impossible, BuzziSpace shall be entitled, even if the goods have already 
entirely or partially been shipped, to suspend the entire order or a part of it and to claim guarantees from the customer. If the customer refuses to do so, 
BuzziSpace reserves the right to cancel the entire order or a part of it. All this is without prejudice to the right of BuzziSpace to all compensation and interest. 

13. Belgian law applies to all of our agreements, to the exclusion of the Vienna Sales Convention. 

14. In the event of disputes the courts of Antwerp shall have sole jurisdiction. 
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BuzziSpace HQ

Groeningenlei 141
2550 Kontich 
Belgium
info@buzzi.space
+32 3 846 10 00

info@buzzi.space

BuzziSpace USA

1200 Redding Drive
High Point, NC 27260
USA
us@buzzi.space
+1 336 821 3150

us@buzzi.space 

BuzziSpace UK

1-15 Clere Street
London EC2A4UY
United Kingdom
uk@buzzi.space
+44 20 7253 3363

uk@buzzi.space

BuzziSpace Germany

IM Mariental 16 
52064 Aachen 
Germany
deutschland@buzzi.space
+49 241 99 77 64-0

deutschland@buzzi.space

www.buzzi.space

General Conditions
This pricelist is valid from March 01, 2018  until December 31, 2018 but meanwhile remains subject to possible changes.

Prices in US Dollar, Landed USA.
Includes shipping, duties and handling to FOB High Point. Excludes domestic freight charges.

Any order modification must be made in writing to our company, at the latest within 24h following receipt of the 
orderconfirmation.
Modifications after 24h following receipt of the orderconfirmation, may be subject to an administration & handling fee.
Payments: first order: prepayment, from second order on: invoice 30days. Please communicate your billing address and delivery 
address.

Variation in fabric color, dimensions and density may occur!
All models are protected by copyrights and design rights -no copying permitted- all rights reserved.
Any partial or total reproduction without our prior written permission is strictly prohibited.
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TrioSingle +1+1

RoyalParrots TropicsPalmsDots GridBirch Leaves Orient RainPebbles PlainAlhambra

BuzziFalls Standing Printed Felt
Folding screen in various patterns
Coated alu frame in black (RAL 9005) | Falls in BuzziFelt (Unicolor or Printed) | adjustable feet and hinges always included
One Fall + Frame: 33,07" x 80,31"
Extend your BuzziFalls Standing Trio by adding a BuzziFalls Standing +1 | Max, 5 panels

Pattern Single (2 baseplates incl.) Trio +1

1 side Printed & 2 sides Printed 1 side Printed & 2 sides Printed 1 side Printed & 2 sides Printed
1 side Unicolor 1 side Unicolor 1 side Unicolor 

Alhambra  $2,359  $2,882  $6,294  $7,690  $2,134  $2,607 

Birch  $1,684  $2,057  $4,321  $5,356  $1,459  $1,782 

Dots  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Grid  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Leaves  $1,796  $2,194  $4,607  $5,628  $1,571  $1,919 

Orient  $2,021  $2,469  $5,205  $6,453  $1,794  $2,190 

Palms  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Parrots  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Pebbles  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Plain  $1,460  $1,784  $3,821  $4,669  $1,235  $1,509 

Rain  $1,909  $2,332  $4,720  $5,767  $1,684  $2,057 

Royal  $2,134  $2,607  $5,318  $6,592  $1,908  $2,330 

Tropics  $2,021  $2,469  $5,282  $6,453  $1,796  $2,194 

Option Bicolor (only applies to 2 sides printed Felt) + $254/Falls

Base + $121

Required order information: model, pattern, BuzziFelt color, option
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BuzziFoot

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

3,8cm

[1,5"]

BuzziScreen
Acoustic room divider with zippers
Panel width: 31.50" | it is not possible to combine panels with different heights
Zipper height Screen S: 39.37" | zipper height Screen M: 51.18"| zipper height Screen L: 70.87"| zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

FELT FELT PRINTED + extra layer fabric

Height 1 side 2 sides CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24" Stop panel  $597  $686  $775  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $686  $775  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $708  $800  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $801  $905  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $801  $905  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $828  $936  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $828  $936  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $944  $1,067  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06" Stop panel  $686  $796  $906  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $796  $906  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $825  $939  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $916  $1,042  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $916  $1,042  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $942  $1,072  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $942  $1,072  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,058  $1,204  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74" Stop panel  $784  $933  $1,082  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $933  $1,082  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $962  $1,115  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,054  $1,222  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,054  $1,222  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,083  $1,256  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,083  $1,256  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,204  $1,396  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02" + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (seep. 79), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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BuzziFoot

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

49cm

[19,3"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

15,3cm

[6,0"]

3,8cm

[1,5"]

BuzziScreen Mix
Acoustic room divider with different heights
Panel width: 31,50" | combine panels with different heights 
Zipper height always 43,31" | zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

FELT FELT PRINTED + extra layer fabric

Height 1 side printed 
& 1 side FELT

2 sides 
printed in 

same pattern 

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24" Stop panel  $597  $686  $775  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $686  $775  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $708  $800  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $801  $905  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $801  $905  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $828  $936  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $828  $936  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $944  $1,067  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06" Stop panel  $686  $796  $906  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $796  $906  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $825  $939  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $916  $1,042  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $916  $1,042  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $942  $1,072  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $942  $1,072  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,058  $1,204  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74" Stop panel  $784  $933  $1,082  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $933  $1,082  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $962  $1,115  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,054  $1,222  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,054  $1,222  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,083  $1,256  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,083  $1,256  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,204  $1,396  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02" + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (seep. 79), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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M6 M6

Ceiling 
Suspended

M6 M6

Wall
Mounted

Ceiling
Mounted

Fixing system 
ceiling suspended

+ Add-on Rail

Fixing system 
ceiling mounted
+ Add-on Rail

BuzziFalls Printed Felt   
Suspended room divider in various patterns

2 layers of BuzziFelt (unicolor or printed) & metal profile: black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010) | Width always 31.50"
If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation
Patterns see p. 36

220 cm 250 cm

1 side Printed & 2 sides printed 1 side Printed & 2 sides printed
1 side Unicolor 1 side Unicolor 

Alhambra  $1,716  $1,920  $1,765  $1,975 

Birch  $1,048  $1,280  $1,196  $1,338 

Dots  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Grid  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Leaves  $1,152  $1,407  $1,308  $1,464 

Orient  $1,405  $1,572  $1,454  $1,627 

Palms  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Parrots  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Pebbles  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Plain  $861  $963  $911  $1,019 

Rain  $1,268  $1,418  $1,207  $1,474 

Royal  $1,312  $1,602  $1,481  $1,657 

Tropics  $1,279  $1,562  $1,325  $1,619 

Skyline  $2,062  $2,519  $2,293  $2,800 
set of 3 Falls

Mounting Ceiling or wall mounted + $87 
per Fall

Ceiling suspended + 2 cables of  78.74“ + $115 
Cables in black with black profile or alu with 
white profile + 2 cables of  196.85“ + $209 

Add-on Rail 1 rail + 1 set of gliders (for 1 Falls) + $359 
125,98 125.98" | black or white

Always in combination with fixing system 
ceiling  mounted or suspended for each Falls

1 rail + 2 sets of gliders (for 2 Falls) + $449 

1 rail + 3 sets of gliders (for 3 Falls) + $533 

1 rail for extension (no gliders)  + $287 

Options Bicolor (only applies to 2 sides printed Felt) + $262/Falls

How to order: 
1. Choose Height
2. Choose number of falls you need, to cover the desiered width (width BuzziFalls always 31.50") 
4. Choose the BuzziFelt color
5. Choose the color of your metal profile: black or white 
6. Choose the fixing system "Ceiling or wall mounted" or "Ceiling suspended" 

Optional: 
7. Add Rails 
8. Choose Bicolor
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